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MSU,WKU
Presidents
Seek Unity
sions," he said.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
One of the goals agreed upon
- Presidents of Western Kenwill include a $100,000 savings by
tucky and Murray State hope that
combining efforts of both camcooperation between the two
puses in purchasing such items as
schools will inspire other Kenfood, athletic and medical suptucky colleges to follow suit.
plies, computer software, library
Murray President Dr. Constanbooks and residence hall
tine Curris said he hoped Wednesbetmeeting
equipment.
formal
first
day's
Academic media equipment,
ween the two institutions will
serve as a model to other schools sharing of printing facilities and
"and demonstrate to the Com- joint student affairs activities,
monwealth that two universities such as club sports, will be first
have a commitment to see that considerations, the presidents
announced.
our tax dollars are being wisely
Zacharias said an international
spent."
Curris said the meeting advanc- exchange program is already
ed specific proposals that "will successful among Western, Murmaterialize into cost-savings, as ray and Eastern Kentucky
universities.
well as enhance programs at both
Dr. James Davis, academic afschools.
"We're interested in freeing fairs vice president at Western
resources for the most productive and Dr. Richard Butwell, who
uses and improvement of the holds the same position at Murquality of education on both cam- ray, said they will consider future
exchanges between faculty for
puses," Curtis said.
Curris and Western President research and teaching and among
Dr. Donald Zacharias pointed out students in strong program areas.
Dr. John Minton, vice president
four major areas in which
cooperative efforts may begin for student affairs at Western,and
Dr. Frank Julian, vice president
immediately.
Joint purchasing,sharing of ser- for student development at Murvices and equipment, promoting ray, said workshops, joint bookhigher education and participa- ings of concerts and lectures,
tion by others on both campuses ._ CUP testing and mutual credit
can be cooperatively im- acceptance standards will be
plemented as soon as possible, explored.
Both presidents will issue letsaid Zacharias.
"As comprehensive univer- ters on their own campuses, asksities, Western and Murray take ing faculty and staff for their inour roles very seriously and we in- put; Zacharias said. A second
tend to work cooperatively while meeting is planned for Oct. 28 at
maintaining our own unique mis- Murray.

GROUNDBREAKING SET- Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce-Tourism Center will be at 10:X a.m. Friday, Oct. 2. Located on U.S. 641 just north of_Highway In* the cerlter willhouse
three offices, a workroom, conference room and reception area: Plans for the
building were developed by George Pavelonis. Construction will begin next week
and will be completed by Jan. 1, 1982.

LPN Program
Extended A Week

'MacBeth"to Feature
Local Performers
When Macbeth opens at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre Oct. 7,
not all the actors who tread the
boards will be Murray State
University. Three guest artists
will join the cast.
• Barbara Malinauskas, who will
play Lady Macbeth, has been seen
previously in productions by Cornmunity Theatre. She also has
acted with a number of stock
theatre companies, including the
Black HIlis Playhouse in Custer,
S.D.
Roderick Reed will play Seyton.

COMMENDED STUDENTS - Murray High School seniors Bill
Reed, a native of Murray, attendSmith and Mary Ann Gordon have been presented letters of commened both Murray State and
dation in the 27th annual National Merit Scholarship Program. MRS
Southern Illinois University.
principal W.A.Franklin made the presentations.
While an undergraduate at Murray, he appeared in Harvey,
Twelfth Night and many other
productions.
Robert Valentine will be seen as
Porter. Valentine is familiar to
many people for his one-man productions of Edison: The Man and
Bill Smith and Mary Ann Gor- Students in their respective states
Mark Twain He also has ap- don, seniors at Murray High who qualified as Merit Program
peared with the Lexington Music School, received letters of com- Semifinalists, he added.
Theatre Society, the Pices mendation for Placing among the
Only 15,000 semifinalists, who
Playhouse, and the Little Rock top participants in the 27th annual
were announced Sept. 16, will
Production Company.
National Merit Scholarship Pro- receive further consideration for
gram, according to W. A. merit scholarships. Scholarship
winners will be announced in the
Franklin, MRS principal.
Smith is the son of Dr. and Mrs. spring and will receive awards
to transport the Rangers to Colson William Smith. His activities in- totalling $15 tnillion for college
Hollow, Kentucky Lake, where clude the band, Hi-Y Club, math undergraduate study, the
patrolling exercises, land naviga- team and the gifted and talented spokesman said.
To be designated a commended
tion, first aid training, and moun- program.
is an outstanding attainstudent
Dr.
of
daughter
the
conis
be
Gordon
will
techniques
taineering
of public recognideserving
ment
is
She
and Mrs. Marshall Gordon.
ducted.
will benefit from
nation
The
tion.
Club,
French
the
of
member
a
Dan Moss, senior from
and pereducational
continued
the
Hopkinsville, is company com- Speech Club, Future Business
of
students
development
sonal
gifted
the
and
America
of
Leaders
mander, Young, junior from MurStich as these,for they have shown
-ray,iiiasecutive officer, and Capt. and talented program.
promise," the
exceptional
who
students
million
1.2
Of some
Ron Rowlette and Sgt. First Class
Carl Martin, are advisors for the entered the 1982 merit scholarship spokesman said. "We- sincerely
competition, about 36,000 are be- hope that the able young men and
Rangers.
will receive
Young said the helicopters will ing commended, a spokesman for women being honored
necessary
is
assistance
whatever
Scholarship
arrive at the stadium about 2:30 the National Merit
goals
the
high
achieve
to
for
them
participants
These
said.
_
p.m. and will load up to leave
scored high, but slightly below they set for themselves."
about 3:30 p.m. on Friday.

Murray High Seniors
Are Commended

Training Exercise Set
Three helicopters will land at
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, Friday, Oct. 2,
as a part of the special training exercise by the Rangers, an
organization of 15 men from the
Reserve Officers Training Corps,
MSU.
Mark Young, executive officer
- Iigers, said the
helicopters will be used to give instructions in three different fields.
The 0H58 will be for observation;
the Cobra for attack; and the
Huey for transportation.
Following the helicopter training session, the Huey will be used

Students ui the Licensed Practical Nursing Program will attend
classes for at least another week.
CETA Funding for the program
ended Wednesday, however, officials have decided to extend funding for another week until a
definite decision can be reached,
Joe Paterno with the Private Industry Council said.
After the program was not refunded by CETA for the 1982 fiscal
year, the Private Industry Council
was asked for support. Jim
Lawson, administrator of Murray
Vocational School said if PIC supplies monies to support the program it will be ths__first training
program with which they have
become involved.
Paterno said funds to support
the program for the next week will
come from either PIC, the program's prime sponsor,the Bureau
of Manpower Services, or some
other source. He believes a

meeting is set for next Wednesday to determine whether PIC will
support the nursing
Murray Vocational
Pr schoolhas
n students enrolled in this class.
Of those eight are paying their
own tuition and 19 are subsidized
by CETA for both tuition and paid
minimum wage during the time
they attend classes.
- Lawson explained the program
has already graduated 196 LPN's
In its 13-year existence. Of those,
six are not currently employed.
He explained three graduates
were deceased, two have never
taken a job and one is not working
because of a disability.
The class now at the school is in
its ninth-week of the 11-month program. "Students are sitting in
class not really doing anything.
They don't know whether or not
they will be able to finish. I really
think it's putting unfair pressure
on them," Lawson said.
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Incrtastrig cloudiness foday with a chance of a
thundershower.'Windy and
warm with highs in the low
to mid 00s. Par* cloudy
and much colder tonight
with lows in the low to mid
40s. Partly sunny, breezy '
and cool Friday with highs
only in the low to mid 110s.

Senate Stops Clock To Complete Action

Pay Raises Voted For Congress As Money Runs Out
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress, stopping the clock on the
new fiscal year, granted itself virtually automatic pay raises and
liberalized tax breaks today as
part of an emergency spending
bill. Final action, however, came
too late to keep the government
from technically running out of
-- money.
•

The lapse, even if lasts no more
than a few hoUrs, also apparently
will mean an unintended pay raise
for federal judges.
The Senate completed congressional action on the me.Ste with
clocks in the chamber stopped at
1 1 :50 p.m. Wednesday, a
legislative maneuver invoked by
M-",:,.-frity Leader Howard H.
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., because "the
whole government of the United
States stops functioning if we
'
don't pass this bill."
Theoretically, it dial work.

benefits for members of Congress congressional pay raises once
pay raise because a cap on
Passage actually came about 30 congressional pay raises to 11
they were recommended.
white-collar.
granted
Judicial salaries expired
called for:
minutes into the 1982 fiscal year, creases
_Repealing the $3,000 limit on Members of Congress now earn
federal workers and allows automatically with the beginning
which began at midnight.
the tax deduction for living ex- 960,662.50 a year.
That was too late for President senators to earn unlimited income of the new fiscal year and courts
-Dropping a Senate plan to lift
speaking
that
action
previously
outside
penses in Washington, estimated
ruled
from
have
Reagan, whose signature was reexisting pay ceiling for an
the
on
by Congress' Joint Committee
to reimp,ose the ceiling is
quired to make the bill law and the engagements.
estimated 46,000 federal workers
$3
the
Treasury
cost
to
measure
the
al.
Taxation
passed
Senate
The
unconstitution
government legitimate. White
million a year and provick an from $50,112 to $57,300. That
House spokesman David Prosperi 64-28 after approving the
"I don't think there's any way to
t=
and
deduction of $13,501. .or happened after House negotiators
raise
pay
al/erase
said Reagan bad agreed to wait congressional
stop it,„ Baker-said of the judges'
es and senators. Insisted that members of Con0-44
votes.
representativ
separate
on
535
provisions
until midnight and, that deadline
-pay raiserincrease as
by
voice-Lifting the $26,000 limit on out gress get a 4.8 percent and Senate
missed, was expected to sign the The House approved it
Baker added that he had hoed
provision
the
of
part
P.
Thomas
Joker
aeS;.
rote-earlier
(
senators
that
side earned income
measure around breakfast-time
to have Reagan come to
members rejected the
O'Neill Jr., fl-Mass., brushed
may collect in a year. House committee10-5.
today.
Capitol before the midn
proposal,
aside moves for on-the-record roll deadline to sign the measure, b
members would continue to be
Earlier, the negotiators agreed.
convresstonal clerks could not restricted to 15 percent- ofibeir to -spend 113 -million to help
The effect of the delay was cer- calls.
4.8
an
immediate
for
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__
A
salary,or about$9,700.
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_
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The stopgap legislation funds legislators was rejected earlier
to $70,300. congressional pay raises equal to barred stationing any American
from
$67,100
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negotiators,
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eight Supreme Court those recommended annually by troops there without prior apthrough Nov. 20, when Congress along with a Senate-passed provi- The
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,
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Exhibits Scheduled

Wolfson To Show Works
Emily Wolfson, a well watercolors at the
known artist in the area Calloway County Public
of weaving and painting Library.
Her work is being exhas a showing of her
hibited through Oct. 3,
and may be seen at the
rear of the main library
building. The work consists mostly of(locals and
landscapes in delicate
blends of pastels. Wolfson
has been on the art faculty of Murray State
University and is a
charter member of the
Murray Art Guild.
This is the first of a
series of artists' works
that are scheduled to be
shown at the library for
the next several months.
Other artists scheduled
are:
Charles Patterson,
watercolors and oils, October exhibit.
Margaret Crawford,
watercolors, November
exhibit.
Marcella Rung, watercolors, December exhibit. •
STARTS
Cromwell Hauge,
CHLILK NORRIS
pastels, January exhibit.
Deanie Crisman, oils
and watercolors,
February exhibit.
Libby Hart, watercolors, March exhibit.
Timothy Leonard,
stained glass and steel
sculpture, and Dan
Butler, oils, April exhibit.
"Gingerbread" ExOut of Doors Art
hibit,
cAT
'ATE 51'CA
Show May exhibit.
Pat Clark, watercolors,
June exhibit.
•

4

Karen Lamb, oils, July
exhibit.
Joe Rowton, Jr., portraitist, oil, August exhibit.
Crafts and collections
are also scheduled and
may be seen in several
areas of the library and
the arts annex.
Throughout September
woodcarvings by L11
Cooper can be seen in the
foyer. In October,
Frances Osmus will
display rocks and fossils.
Monroe Snyder will show
old cameras in
November. In December,
Ada Sue Roberts will exhibit her doll collection.
"The public is invited
to come by during library
hours to see the exhibits," a library
spokesman said.

h IMETROCOLOR

R

New Members Dinner
is scheduled at Murray
Country Club with Stuart
and Dean Poston, Joe and
Carlene Belcher. Charles
Hazel and.. Douglas and Nancy Walston, Bob
from
open
Centers will be
and Peggy Billington,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- and Frank and Emmy
tivities-by Senior Citizens- Edwards in charge of the
with lunch at Hazel at arrangements.
11:45 a.m. at Douglas at'
General meeting of
Parents Without Partners Chapter will be at 8
p.m. at the American
Legion Building,
Paducah. This is for all
Annual Day by single parents.
Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs wit;
Saturday,Oct.3
start at 9:30 a.m. at ColCountry ham breakfast
onial House will be served from 6 a.m.
Smorgasbord.
to 12 noon at the Legion
Hall, Sixth and Maple
Kentucky Or- Streets, by American
nithological Society will Legion Post No. 73. Cost
meet at Kenlake State will be $3 per person.
Resort Park starting with
Prayer breakfast by
ragistration at 4 p.m.
Full Gospel
Businessmen's
Fellowship will be at 8
am,at Triangle Inn.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 0
p.m. at the west end of
the Livestock and Exposition Center.

Road block for —
Jude's Research Hospital
will be tram 9 a.m. tot
p.m. at intersections in
Murray.
Work day for Long
Creek Cemetery in Trigg
County will be throughout
the day with a potluck
supper to be served at
noon.

CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY — Heather Lynn
Fair celebrated her first birthday Sept. 30. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Douglas Fair
of Murray. Her father,a specialist five, is in special
schooling with the army at Fort Gordon, Ga. Her
grandparents are Estelle Adams, Murray, Betty
Fair, Coleen, Texas,and Bill and Jenny Fair, Pine
Bluff Shores,Murray.A great grandmother is Ruby
Akers,Crown Point,Inc.

Sunday,Oct.4
The Rev. and Mrs.
James E. Garrett will be
honored with a reception
In celebration of their
No.
Lodge
Hill
Temple
35th wedding anniversail
P.Lassiter, Ftt. 4, Mur- 276 Free and Accepted from 2 to 4 p.m. at Oak
7:30
7,
at
Rt.
Orr,
A.
ray, David
Masons will meet
Grove Cumberland
Mayfield.
p.m.at the lodge hall.
Presbyterian Church.
1,
Stacy L Dugger, Rt.
Kirksey, Aline B. Cooper,
Rt.8, Murray,Beverly A.
Terrell, Friartuck Dr.,
Union City, Tenn., Randall D. Sanders, 207 S.
12th, Murray, Lindsey M.
Hilda Orr presented a was Sherrie Pasirliall
Redden, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Donna Jackson gave
Viola E. Joyce, Rt. 4, lessbn about "Look of
landscape notes.
the
Clothes"
Quality
and
Fall
Cadiz.
Shirley Ann Hughes, at the September meeting
Others present were
Rt. 3, Murray, Paid J. of South Pleasant Grove Delpha Taylor, Justine
Spann, Rt. 7, Murray, Homemakers Club at Story, Clovis Jones, Ellen
Eloyse L. Jackson, Rt. 8, Granny's Porch. She said Orr, Nina Craig, Estelle
Murray, Ruth A. desert colors along with Gooch, and Freda HumHopkins, Rt. 2, Murray, Indian material, phreys, members, and
Milton E. Wynn, Rt. 4, wallpaper prints in Jean Cloar, county extenParis, Tenn., Opel M. blouses, animal prints, sion agent in home
Phillips, 732 Vine, Mur- and paisley prints were economics,guest.
good for the fall fashion
ray.
The club will meet
season.
Elected to represent Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 1:30
the club for "County p.m, at the Calloway
Homemaker of the Year" County Library annex.

Hospital Report
9-26-81
Adults 105
Nursery 12
Newborn Admissions
Grant, Baby Girl,
(Karen), P.O. Bx. 713,
Murray.
Stone, Baby Boy
(Deborah), Rt. 1 Bx,
164A,Sedalia.
Sholar, Baby Girl
(Glenda),Rt.1,Hardin.
O'Connor, Baby Girl
(Rhonda),Rt.6 Bx.
Hardin.

4

Blazing
Stewardesse

Friday,Oct 2
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

Dismissals
011ie M. Waters, Bx.
704, Paris, Tenn., Patty
M. Maynard and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Dorothy N. Atkins, Bx.
126, Hardin, Ann

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
need some answers about
Valium, one of the most
widely prescribed drugs
today. I need to know the
time element involved with
withdrawal from this drug.
My mother, age 65, has been
consuming Valium for 12 to
15 years. She has been on
withdrawal therapy for six
months but she is not that
much better. Her general
health is good.
She is playing games with
us, using her past addiction
as an excuse for not cleaning
house, shopping, eating,
cooking, attending church or
just general living. Enough
is enough. We are beginning
to think she is still popping
Valium here and there. We
can't tolerate her addiction
much longer. We need help.
She won't help herself.
DEAR READER —
Under the best circumstances in a young, healthy
adult about half of the Valium will be eliminated in
about one-and-a-half days.
In older people or those who

have liver disease it may
take two to five times as
long. Withdrawal symptoms
from the abrupt stopping of
Valium and related drugs
may not occur until a week
later.
Putting all the variabilities together you could
expect that there might be
some Valium still in the
body as long as three -weeks
after stopping it. Its slow
elimination is dependent
upon the action of the liver
to convert it to other
compounds. That is also why
a chronic long-term use of
even small doses on a regular basis perntits it to accumulate and may cause undesirable reactions in some
people.
Valium, like many other
drugs, interacts with other
tranquilizers and sedatives,
also alcohol. You'll be interested in reading about these
relationships in The Health
Letter,number 12-2, Sedatives, Hypnotics and Tranquilizers: The Pill Problem,
which I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
lops,' stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to

Mary-Trine ROM,Bride
Elect of Robert Terry
Ellis...
sp, has chosen her decorating accessories from our
bridal registry. Jane and Roger will be married
43 Oct. 10, 1981
rrb

Treasure House
%Okada Maw
753-6798

ladies
Jewel Tone

Pants and
Tops
100% Polyester
Knit

Sizes S-M-l. plus XL, XXl, XXXl

me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY

10019.
Your mother's behavior.
whether it LS or is not related
to her popping pills on the
sly, recluires a professional
evaluation. She may have a
depression and need profes-
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sional help. I would do my
best to get her to a psychiatrist who can properly diagnose her problem and help
her. You will all feel better.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
Irandaughter is enrolled in a
gymnastic course. The
instructor has complete control of the students and
advises them to eat a diet of
only food without artificial
preservatives and no sugar
at all. She is only 12 but
won't this interfere with her
hormone function and body
function? I do not agree with
this theory. I believe in a
well-rounded diet. I would
appreciate your comments.
DEAR READER — You
can have a diet that does not
contain any sugar or artificial preservatives and it can
still be a balanced healthy
diet. Sugar contains glucose
and fructose. These same
carbohydrates are found in
fresh fruit and vegetables.
Or even in cereal. They are
the basic carbohydrates in
all our carbohydrate-toods
(except milk which is glucose and galactose). In general I do think that people do

better getting their carbohydrates from cereals, fruit
and vegetables rather than
from sweets and sugar.
Your grandaughter should
be sure to get enough calories to support her normal
growth and development but
she can get those (dories
from foods that do sot contain sugar_ , •

Box of 10
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26-Gallon

Trash
Bags
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Reg. $2.79 Hold Towel

Men's
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Shirts
Long Sleeves
'Assorted Fall Colors
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Your Individual
Horoscope

40th Anniversary Sale
Come in and Help Us Celebrate Our 40th Birthday'
You'll firid incredible sayings on famous labels
at the lowest prices'

Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 2, 19131
What kind of daylw11.1 tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
4
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) eroc
,
-A-lorgiving spirit is best.
Rise above petty complaints.
Don't make promises you
won't be able to fulfill. Avoid
procrastination.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Partners do the unexpected.
Joint financial moves require
careful planning, so don't take
anything for granted. Avoid
carelessness.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Vary your routine to achieve
success on the job. An assignment comes unexpectedly.
Close ties have helpful ideas
about a work project.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Dating plans may be changed. Love comes at first sight.
Follow through on creative
- -ideas. Avoid carelessness
regarding health and diet.
-LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)latiq
Spend time with a shut-in.
Partners plan domestic surprises. Be consistent with
children and always follow
through on commitments.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
New ideas are exciting, but
don't neglect present tasks.
Keep m touch with relatives
via phone or letter. Curtail extravagance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Send thank-you notes.
You're inclined to speculate
now regarding financial affairs. Avoid a tendency to exaggerate in the afternoon.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You're in the mood to extend
kindnesses to others.
Thoughtfulness is the watchword now. Originality pays
off, but don't brag.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Unexpected informatforiof a
confidential nature arrives.
Don't waste time socializing,
when you have more important things to do.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
Unexpected meetings are
possible. A private chat goes
well, but protect yourself
against business losses. Be
thorough. Avoid slip-ups.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
-. Reach for the top now. Don't
let another's skepticism get
you down. One of your friends
has a big line, but there's
another you can trust.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(
You may travel unexpectedly or receive news from a
distance. Talk with advisers
about career matters. Don't
jeopardize credit.
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive and need a creative
outlet for your emotions. Your
strong imagination, coupled
with the gift of communication, qualifies you for great
success in the arts. Music,
poetry, dancing and writing
are some of the fields in which
you'll find fulfillment. Your
cooperative nature brings you
success in government and
diplomacy. Your empathymakes you a good
psychologist or teacher. Interior design, religion, politics
and medicine may also appeal
to you. Birthdate of: Graham
Greene, author; Don McLean,
singer; and Groucho Marx,
comedian.

Entire Stock
Junior
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3 Off
1/and
more!
Save on Coordinates
from leading Junior
makers.(NAMES
SO FAMOUS,
WE'RE NOT
ALLOWED TO LIST
THEM.) but, you'll
know the quality!
Now is your chance to
save on our newest fall
coordinates! Beautiful
blazers, pants, skirts,
blouses, sweaters all
1 3, Just to help
reduced /
you celebrate our
birthday,

NI?

Wool Blazers
Reg. 129.00

79.00

Classic two-button blazer with flap
pockets, all in the softest genuine leather!
Burgundy only Misses and Junior sizes

Knit Stripe
Tops

Entire Stock!
Misses Fall
Coordinates

Reg. 12 99'

6.99

i tt i'014`
t

Super Savings!
Your favorite makers
reduced!
•Russ Togs
•Donkenny
•Queen Casuals
•Trissi
•Cos Cob

litztrt•

Look
Like a
Million
While
Spending
Just
a Bit on
Designer
Jeans

vor.Prooll

44
,
11

Why pay more for

designer Jeans'?
To help you look
your best and save
money too, were
putting our designer
leans on sale!
Misses a\rd Junror

Vest and Skirt Sets

BiliBlass
.Reg 45.00
Calvin Klein
Reg 44.00
Gloria Vanderbilt Reg. 44.00

27.99

Lee
HIS
Levi

19.99

.

Reg 30 00
Reg 30 00
Reg 3000

Reg. to 30.00----------1_T•99 .
•••

Two great styles in vest.
and skirt sets, choose a corduory vest with
matching wool-blend plaid skirt or a corduro,
,
vest with matching corduroy 410 Fail tone,

Anniversary Specials

Wool Plaid
Skirts

Sale Junior and Misses
Dresses

Reg. to 24.99

11.99
Wool-blend skirts in
fall plaids. Completely
machine washable!
Pleated styles slightly
higher.* Ji4nior.,and
Misses sizes.
Pleafed Styles
Reg 29 99 15.99.

Reg to 39.99 •

•

Fall Pants

Fall Handbag Sale!

.

5.00

Reg to 14 99
_

_
4,-„.rsorip
New tall styles in canvas Ord quilted nylor
also earthtone bags with the look of leather

8..99 to1-0.99

Dark tones in _lightweight fabric Several
styles Misses and Jur5idr sizes

13.99

Many. Many styles at great savings! Fall
dresses, we have one to induldge your
--every mood! Misses and Junior sizes

Early.Fati-3kirts
Reg. 22.99

:•••
Fall stripes, some with
lurex. Three-qu8rter
sleeves. Boat-neck,
v-neck, or flashback
styles, S. M. L
1
•;•"-;
.

tte

For this event we're
putting our famous
maker Misses Coordinates on sale! Hurry in
and save on blazers.
skirts, pants, blouses,
sweaters, all new for fall!
Thisirs a sale you can't
afford to miss!

_Home Scene
'Of Meet

IMO

Leather Blazers

I Fantastic savings on new wool blazers,
including wool tweed, herringbone, and
wool-blend solid tone blazers. Alt blazers
are finely tailored and fully lined. Misses
and Junior sizes.

xif,A1

Sarah Mayfield and
Bernie Newell were
hostesses for the
September meeting of the
Alice Waters Circle of
First United Methodist
Church at the Mayfield
home.
"Faith Is More Than
Belief" was the program
discussed by Delano
Waldrop. Her scripture
was Luke 12:28.
Eloise King, chairman,
opened with prayer.
Mayrelle Clark read
three letters from Bernadarruna Akul, the little
girl in India, sponsored
by the circle.
Fifteen members and
three guests were present.
The circle will meet
Oct. 13 with Bernie
Brooks as hostess and
Euva Alexander as program leader.

39.99

-Reg.70.00

rz.itsew 4. •

R(- (i 24

8.99 1O.9,0
Select from cla-ssic tr . ,r,er sty es

new banded leg pants Soc7e rave
tweiqnt fa
pockets. some belted L
tiEtbriC Junior and Misses

_
•

Central Shopping Center

Hwy.641 N. Murray

Hrs:10-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

•011ligie
,
•—
--

I NU,.

Quilt Workshop Scheduled'

Stier And Freeman Vows Said

#

holy Cross Catholic
Church, Paris, Tenn.,
was the setting for the exchange,* rrorriage vows
of Kathetind Stier and
George Kelly Freeman at
2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 22.
The Rev. John B. McArthur, pastor, performed
the double_
ceremony.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Stier, Paris. The
parents of the groom are
Mr. and Mrs. D.0. Humy .111. 1Piari0;*;"anzt.
late . Geotge E.'
Freeman,J .
A program of music
was presented by Mrs.
Richard Smith, organist,
and Jan Butler, vocalist.
The bride and her
pars arrived at the
chui.W in, an antique
automobile driven by Ed
Laird.
The church altar was
marked by branching
candelabra and baskets
of lavender and white
gladioli on each side.
White satin bows were on
the family pews.
The Bride
The bride was eicorted
and given in marriage by
her father. She wore a
wedding dress Of white
lace that was worn by her
mother 25 years ago. The
dress was designed with a
sabrina neckline of
scalloped lace studded
with sequins. The long fitted sleeves were pointed
arthe wr1ts. Th—e-Msqiie bodice came to a point in
front and joined a full
skirt. She wore a picture
hat trimmed in lace like
the dress.
Her jewelry was a
single stran‘of pearls.
She carried a satin
covered New Testament
that was carried by the
groom's mother at her
wedding, along with her
bouquet, a nosegay of
miniature carnations,
purple statice and baby's
breath.
Nancy Stier Hodgson,
Lexington, was matron of
honor for her sister.
„Bridesmaids were Patty
Stier, another sister, Lisa
Freeman Lewis, Murray,
and Jan Humphreys, the
latter two being sisters of
the groom.
The attendants wore
identical dresses of
candlelight chiffon with
lavender floral design.
Each one carried longstemmed lavender
gladioli tied with matching streamers.
The Groom
D.O. Hunkbreys,
served as best man:
Groomsmen were Fred
A. Stier, brother of the
bride-, Clint Hunt,
Nashville, Tenn., and
Blake McConnell, Mem,
phis,Tenn.
The groom was-attired

•
Mrs. A. C. Belohradsky,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Picarelli, Laurie
Picarelli, Paul Picarelli,
Chris Baer, Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Haznpel, Mr. and
Mrs. R. Kehlenbrink, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Bachesta,
Mr. and Mrs. John
Hodgson, St. Louis, Mo.;
Mrs. T. Klernme. Edmond, Okla.; Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Rhea; Mr. and
Mrs. William Solomon,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. James I.
Freeman, Arlington,
Texas; Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Heagy, Dr. Gayle
Rayburn, Beverly
Rayburn, Tim Swindell,
Memphis,Tenn.; Mr.and
Mrs. Donald Crawford,
Mrs. Clifton Key, Murray; Mrs. Howard Hunt,
Nashville; and Olga
Freeman,Elizabeth Marshall, Mrs. . Fred Hart,
and -Mrs. Aaron Heron,
Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kelly Freeman
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
were hosts for the rehearthe Elks
dinner
sal
0.
A.
Stier,
frey
inguests
Out of town
In a gray tuxedo with tails
Paris.
and the attendants wore cluded Mr. and Mrs. God- Belohradsky, Mr. and Lodge,
gray tuxedoes. Jeff and
Tim Stier, twin brothers
of the bride, were altar
boys.
For the wedding the
bride's mother wore a
long-sleeved dress with
pleated skirt. The
groom's mother wore a
purple crepe with a boat
neckline and a belt accented by pink and
lavender ribbons. Their
corsages were of
miniature carnations and
baby's breath.
Reception
The bride's parents
entertained at a reception
in Heenan Hall, Paris,
following the ceremony.
The guest book was attended by Robin
Picarelli, St. Louis, Mo.,
a cousin of the bride.
Servers were Karen
Humphreys and Vita
Humphreys Swindell,
Memphis, sisters of the
groom,Tracy Guinn,and
Penny French.
The bride's table,
covered_ in white lace,
was centered with a
square wedding cake
decorated in lavendar, a
champagne fountain and
fruit punch, cheese
straws, chicken salad
puffs, ham salad and
finger sandwiches. The
groom's cake was
chocolate topped with his
initials.
After the reception the
bride's parents entertained at a buffet supper at
their home for out-oftown guests and later
entertained for -local
friends.
The couple spent their
honeymoon in Panama
Qty,Fla., and are now at
home on Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.

•

The Kentucky Heritage
Quilt Society will sponsor
a workshop, "What
Makes a Prize Winning
Quilt," Oct. 7, from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Broadway Church oj
Christ, 2855 Broadway,
Paducah.
A special feature of the
workshop will be four
show quilts from the collection of the Stearns and
Forster Co., makers of
Mountain Mist quilting
supplies. Participants
are invited to bring their

Judging.

Mrs. Nicholas Bachert,
recognized authority on
judging quilts will conduct the workshop. There
wiji be a $10 fee which includes lunch catered by
Sue Clark of Paducah.
Reservations should be
made by Oct. 5 by calling
Mrs. Jerry Boaz 1-4437003 or Sue Clark 1-443.1020, both of Paducah.
This workshop will be
of interest to anyone who
would like to learn more

about quilt appreciation. c.
It will be helpful to those it
who are planning to enter
utlts'th contests; to .$
&we who would like to
evaluate the quality of
quilts they own or may
purchase; and to those
who just enjoy looking at
fine quilts.
The Kentucky Heritage
Quilt Society is a nonpr of it, state-wide
organization and has
received a grant from the
Kentucky Department
for the Arts.

Pier flows.
is pleased
to announce that Traci* Housden
bride-elect of Michael Duncan, has
chosen her decorating accessories
from our "New Pier I Collection"
Trocie & Michael will be married Nov.
6,1981.

3*
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The new
'

:
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Per
collections se

Bel Air Center Sat. 10-5
Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Murray, Ky.
amoommr
,

OPEN FRIDAYS
'Ill 8:30 P.M.

OPEN FRIDAYS
'Ill 8:30 P.M.

4.
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•
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COME JOIN OUR CELEBRATION

WE'VE FILLED OUR STORE WITH SUPER BARGAINS JUST FOR YQU

Buy 2
Chipper
Dinners
for only
$399

200°

a

W

'"
:
i7N,
41 4.j
•

VELVETEEN
BLAaRS
OFF

•
•
•
•

011/P

Qiana® Plush Velour
Winter Coats
Regular Values
150.00 to 340.00

20%

SPECIAL OFFER!

f-

own quilting for informal

r

_

OFF

ENTIRE STOCK
& MS JEANS,
Regular Values
24.00 to 44.00

500
OFF

Regular Values
64 00 to 74.00

cey

You WILL RE SPECIAL VALUES IN

EVERY DEPARTMENT

f•
/
,

•/It

:•;P

4111k4k.

BURLINGTON

FLANNEL PLAID

ENTIRE STOCK

SOCKS

SHIRTS

UMBRELLAS

With Chipper Dinner you get
•

*- 2fish filets • fresh creamy coie slaw
. hot crisp french fries • hush puppies

FRI. SAT. & SUN. ONLY

ermi

Captain D's

•
•
•

Murray

Regular Values
8 00 to 13.00
•

•
_

00
20/

••

lib you like it.

Choose from a variety of styles,
folding, automatic or traditional you'll
find your rainy day friend.

Regular Values
2S.00

Regular Values
4...50

seafood fi
hamburgers

.

PA 'yourself into the warm
color of these very popular
shirts in a variety,r styles.

. Choose tram lots of great
colors in solids and in a
variety of stripes & plaids.
•

r

o

15"

OFF

OFF
-

4

May ield
10.

BEST
•••••
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Band Has New Look
ier the=
ligerdatal
- "s---"eater
asetIng el the adt
s Adder Dodd Church
--Wensen.
T h• Act Teens
I presented the Week of
Prayer program, the

t--Tonnis Group
.Plans Play.
! On Friday -•

-Group-A -of the Ladies.
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play
Friday, O.2, at 9:30
a.m.atthe club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Jana
Hughes, Patsy Oakley,
Patsy Miller, aid Judy
Two — Brenda
Cag:.
Marquardt, Sharon
Brown, Lois Keller, and
Joni Billhlgton.
Court Three — Andrea
Hogancamp, Georgiamia
Moffitt, Carol Boaz, and
Emmy Edwards.
Any persons needing a
substitute may call
Peggy Billington or Mary
Frank Valentine.

week ad aside each asweek in
Sa
to take the Ellsat
offering for state mis*as. Tha_ theme IRS
"Because I Have Been
Given So Mach" with
scripture from Luke
A surprise baby shower
was gives for Rhonda
Darnell.
BW members preeent
were Sue Madding,
Magdelfne Manning,
Wilma Jean Sanders,
Rhonda Darnell,,Valerie
Henderson, Betty
Darnell, Nancy
Hamilton, Judy Darnell,
Faye Manning, Emma
Lou Adams, and Reba
Kelly.
Act Teen members present were Lavona
Darnell, Dalesia Darnell,
Melissa Hamilton, and
Tammy Moore. Two
visitors were Brenda

•

Work Day Planned

its new-outfits, similar to
an 1812 naval petty officer uniform.
The eeier sehenie for
the band outfits includes
dark blue penis with a
wbite stripe and a minimMa blue top with a dark

Persons interested in the upkeep of Long ('reek
Cemetery in Trigg County will have a work day
Saturday, Oct. 3, at 9 a.m.
Tree cutting and filling and leveling of graves vial
be included in the work. A potluck luncheorr will bk,
served at noon.

The public can now
Persons should call
make reservations for the June Whitford during the.

opening dinner meeting day at 762-2291 or Ruble
Smith at night at 753-3719.
Tickets are $7 and those
joining the Association
will be charter members.
Dr. Thomas D. Clark,
dean of Kentucky
Lois Sparks.
historians, will be the
featured speaker. "This
promises to be an
outstanding beginning in
the life of the
The local chapter of the Full GOspel Business Associates," Sparks said.
Men's Fellowship will meet Saturday, Oct. 3, at 8 Reservations may be
a.m.for its prayer breakfast.
Made until Thursday,
All men, women, and children are invited to at- Oct.8. Dr. Clark's subject
tend, according to Tim Scruggs, president of the will be "Kentucky-Land
local chapter.
of Contrast." -

of the Associates of Murray State University
Libraries in the Reading
Room of Pogue Library
at6 p.m. Monday,Oct. 12,
according to President

NEW OUTFITS — The idea for the design of the
new Calloway County High School Laker Band
uniforms was taken from a drawing of an 1862 naval
petty officer uniform. Modeling the uniforms are
(from left, front row) David Braboy and Lynne
;(second row) Michelle
Cothran, field

aptsAn; Tad Dowdy, band presiCook, rifle
dent; and Melissa Paschall,flag corps captain.

With SWi

Fellowship To Meet

OPEN FRIDAYS

'TIL 8:30 P.M.

4illstray Comtloorn
Sdissl Band and
suppedere hare sees as
"as.lair4 Os Loam
surclike boa
The band has received

American Legion Post No. 73 and Auxiliary wW
sponsor a country h am breakfast Saturday, Oct. 3;
at the Legion Hall.
Hours of the breakfast will.be from 6 a.m. to 12
noon with the cost being $3 per person.

SIPICqlrfS

averose student, and I'm
I/EAR ABBY I am a
re's my problem. Recently,'
also a boy Who worries a ot
found some magazines and t s belonging to my parents
These letters declared the as swinger." One magazine
even had a picture of m mothe *boat! had always loved
ble. middleclass family
and respected. We are a reti
where modesty is enforced 'I ts .e-never been mistreated
liege freshman
and neither•has-hly IiSter, whp
magazines, my
ir-catne across these let re
opinion of my parent,' has been to:J(4111y c hed' 1 iust don t
know what to think Abby. plea.* don't t ll me to go for
counseling 1- can't drive (I'm IC) I can't lk to a Kited
counselor.because she is a good friend and couldn't brine
myself to mention it to-anyone IMy sister doesn't know.)
Right now My parents are away on an "o rni Mir" to
celebrate their 19th wedding,anniversary I m si
real name. bid-please donl-glie it, What -should I db.
T... ALONE AND DEPRESSW
DEAR ALONE: Tell your parents that you fooad
the letters and magazines. Then do a lot of lietepiag.
Please don't keep this bottled up inside you.
You will feel much better after talking to your
parents. They are the only ones who an explain the
reason for their actions.

7-11gXR'AWRY. Yaw article in the Canandaigua,111f.,
Messerwer peompla me Ito'take.pert in _hand _ iMniedio WY•
You advised "Distraught. Mother." who was.offended
when her children used foul language ire her presence, to
demand that they clean up their act out of respect to her. I
applaud that advice. I am the mother. of four and the
grandmother of nine. ahd when my teen age grandchildren
started to use filthy and offensive language, I said."Not in
my presence, and not in my house'' Believe me, they
cleaned up their act in a -hurry.
-We;rosually get just what we nigh for If we demand only
the best. that is what we get
- OLD FASHIONED
DEAR 01.D-FASHIONICD: Right on, granny!
•••
DEAR ARM I had a -vasectomy six years ago because
the girl I married didn't want any-children Well, we were
divorced, and I'm now married to a young woman who
wants children So do 1 Is it possible to have • vasectomy:
"un-done"?
It no...where. can,1'find a doctor who will*, it?
KANSAS

We Are Having A Great Time For You

Alogist.

YOU WILL FIND SENSATIONAL PRICES ON YOUR FAVORITE FASHIONS

I'm told that about
DEAR KANSAS:See
85 percent of vasectomies are reversible. Whether
yours is will depend upon the surgical procedure used
by the doctor who vasectomized you.

DEAR ABBY You mentioned some of the outrageous
remarks made to Widows at the funerals of then- husband.
How's this? Just after leaving the cemetery, the widow said
to her friend. "You know, this will be the first time i'n 36
years that I'll know for sure where Jim will be spending the
night "
ROCKY MOUNTAINEER

Regular Values
8.50 to 12.00

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Srld U.
and a long, stamped (35 vents), •elf-addresaed.
envelope to: Abby, Teen Rooklet, 12060 Hawthorn* .
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne:,Calif. 90256.

94 Pairs

FALL
HANDBAGS

FALL
SHOES

Regular Values
14.00 to 38.00
Regular Values
29 00 to 72 00

'WE HAVE SEVENTY YEARS OF SUPER BARGAINS ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
SPARKLING

MAIDENFORM®

JEWELRY

PANTIES

Add the sparkle of fashion to
your fall wardrobe with jewelry. Earrings, Pins, Necklaces,ete
Regular Values
1.00 to 21 00

•

Choose from several flattering
styles in rich fall colors. Many
have contrasting skirts as well

..Pamper yourself with some great
new panties from Maidenform, a
name you can trust. lots of colors.

WkaolludiblasT
way WO .111 wit is
Mese bee die lid.
ma &MI1116,441e.
We ben•odetelin et
tine reime‘eeeliser
boot'la the met
popular styles And Ur*,opens is toad deo Ow as
et the way they dwelt Mem It seem is
cowboy lexote. Wide Me his the loase Ihe wet.

, ltegutor
36 GO to 108 00

Authorized Fitting Center

WAILABLE

.

. 11.111(;1:11 A TIMES.Thumlayher I. 11/01

•
Newborn
Edmonson, Baby Girl
(Paulette), Rt. I Bx. 609,
Murray.
Dianiasals Brenda G. Trice and
Baby Boy, Rt. 9, Murray,
Christine F. Scarbrough
and Baby Gisi,1803% College Farm Rd., Murray,
onhinF nillow,1004 Col-

dwater Rd., Murray,
William Lee Thorn, Rt. 1,
Alma.
Dr. JoAnn Hillikar, film last year, the best
Kennetlbc•C Winker, University of Kentucky wa to get lots of
e
2100 Brodthaven, Mur- Extension ,Specialist in
ray,Eva P. Hartley, 1702 Clothing and Textile, will
Farmer, Murray, Alice present a program on
G.Parish,R1. 1,Puryear, "Constructing and BuyTenn., Roiliert L Lam- ing Children's Clothing,"
IF. 15th, Monday, Oct. 5 at 7 p.m.
pkins, '2
In the County Extension
Wyffeld:'
Office,209 Maple Street.
Anyone intereeted in
the subject should feel
free to attend this
Meeting, according to
Hilda tvttts, president; Jean Cloar, County E,xSara Bagwell, vice presi- tention Agent for Home
dent; Youlonda Grooms, Economics.
•
"With the cost of
secreFary-treasurer;
Jane Morton, program clothing increasing apI
chairman; Sara Bagwell, proximately 10 percent
Dr.JoAnuHillikar
mission support chair=A.
Refreshments were
served by Story. Also present were Clara Jean
Paschall, Delphe Tayjor,
and Freda H

from the clothihg &Uhl'ill
to plan, recycle and buy
items that fit iatte the
wardrobe. Make:Plane
now to attend "intbring
someone with ton,"aosr
added.
Hilliker's past experiences Ins-twin
teaching clothing at
Western Kentucky
University and an Rvti.
sionSpeu"altnP.•
and Textile at the!haver:
,,
sity of Kentucky.
Currently she is assistant professor of Extension Clothing and Textile,
with the University of
Kentucky,Lexington.

Baptist Women Meet
"Serving In Isolated
Areas" was the lesson
discussed at the meeting
of the Baptist Women of
Oak Grove -Baptist
Church'.at the home of
Pauline(My.
study was,
about 'Gifts of the
Spirit."
Elected as offices% for
the newcistirch ear were

Mother Goose Shoes

Jackie Sue Shroat,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Carl Everett Shroat,
Frankfort, was crowned
as Frankfort's Junior

Miss for 1982 at the recent daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Jai* Gardner and the
pageant.
Shroat is a senior at lat.Mr. and Mrs. JefferShroat,Murray
Franklin County High
Frankfort Junior
School. She is the grandMiss will compete in the
state contest to be at
Western State University, Bowling Green,in early January.
Kathryn Dlitton,
ment this club year are Frankfort High School,
Mrs. John Fortin, chair- was first humerup. Seman; Strohecker, vice cond runnerup was Kora
chairman; Louise Swann, Greene, Western Hills•secretary; Leone Travis, High School. Robin
Thompson, Franklin
treanurer•
Hostesses for the County High School, was
September meeting were third ruitmerup. They are
Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. all'seniors.
Walter Baker, Mrs. Stanford Andrus, Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten, and Mrs.
Loren Adams.
The department will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, at
7:30 p.m. with Bennie
Purcell to presented a
program on "Special The peanut is really
a bean, not a nut.
Olympics."
,

Brass Trio Presents
Program For Deltas
The Murtay,-Slate
University Brass Trio
presented a program of
dinner music at the
September meeting of the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs..Edwin
Strohecker, program
chairman, introduced the
trio members. She also
presented Mrs. Donald
Jones, immediate past
president of the general
club, who spoke about
"Records and Prospects
of- the Murray Woman's
Club."
Officers of the deport-

1 Year Old
This Month
•

-

-

•MI

Leotards

(gimp

Beautiful Colors & Designs
Regularly Up To $20.00
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• Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 502-753-7403

l

SHOE
BIZZ, JR.

Paducah Mall
Master Charge & Viso
Sorry No Lay-Aways

10

Storewide
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Lennoi
Candles
Fashion Ware
Heller Dishes

Silk
•
Flower
ArrangemAtatt
• • 14-1E-G-old .

Canto Lamb
and
Marsha Hargrove
Welcomes
Suzanne Oakley
as Their New
Partner

gado! Registry
Country Kitchen
Accessories
Bross Lamps
2
1 .
Throw Pillows
" Panama lock"
T-Shirts-Baseboll
r
Shirts-Suntan Lot:o_n
./
Childreris Banks etc!
Campus Choirs
MSU Bulletin
Boards-Mobile
Bookcases-Mobile
Wine RacksPicture Frames
Key Boards
!loom Accessories

BEST
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cent read it daily.
While Americans say they
believe in God, they show "little
evidence of having pondered a
basis for this faith" when asked
why they have it, he says.
Also, while most of them pray,
he says findings indicate they "do
so in an unstructured and superficial manner. Prayers are usually prayers of petition rather than
prayers of thanksgiving, intercession or seeking forgiveness. God
for some is viewed as a 'divine
Santa Claus."
Religion has a much stronger
hold in America than in Great Britain, where only 73 percent believe
in God or "some sort of spirit or
life force," while 15 percent don't
know and 12 percent are atheists.

If all that is true, though, it's
strange we have had so little luck
for so long trying to subdue it.
Surely a country that could send a
man to the moon ...
That's just the point, say some
observers who have studied the
problem. Inflation turns out to
have a very large body of support.
It isn't a readily visible one, to
be sure. There is no Society of the
Friends of Inflation, with a
Washington lobby and a large
public relations staff.
Without consulting the Congressional Record, one can state
confidently that nobody has stood
up lately in the House or Senate to
plead inflation's cause.
Some of inflation's most ardent
supporters would be the last to
think of themselves assuch, says
Raymond F. DeVoe Jr., an investment analyst at the brokerage
firm of Legg Mason Wood Walker.
"This schizoid tendency is quite
apparent at suburban cocktail
parties," DeVoe observes. "Intceimea in school taxes, ftu::
gasoline and All sorts of
are discussed heatedly, ending
with the clarion call, 'something's
gotto be done about it
"Then the discussion turns to
property values, and the two faces
of suburbia become apparent.'My

hog

-

ray.

•Capiey Naafi sarvios

Garrotes Galley
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Rare, 3-Volume Set 9.f B/P:e.tsilst7.
.. Lists World War I Ca.
Gretchel ROSS, 1608 Locust
Drive, has done a-nice thing for
the Pogue Special Collections
Library at Murray State University. She has given the library a
very rare — no one seems to know
really hOw rare --three-volume
set of books listing 'all the
casualties by states.in World War
•
GretcthI,-whose husband is
Popeye Ross of petroleum fame
out on West Main, picked up the
books years ago at an antique
shop. She doesn't rtmember
where or how much she paid for
them, but they make a muchappreciated and valuable addition
to the genealogy shelves at the
library.
Her father, incidentally, was
Bill Hambrick. He died of a heart
attack about 15 years ago. At one
time, he owned a marble works on
Maple Street and was known
hereabouts as"Tombstone Bill."
A big man —6 feet 4 inches tall
and weighing almost 300 pounds —
he was a member of a 200-man
force known as Gen. John J. Pershing's "bodyguards" during
World War I. Gretchel prizes a
picture of the group in which her
father is included.
• • •
Back to the books.
Entitled "Soldiers of The Great
War" and published in 1920, they
were compiled by thre enterprising and history-conscious men by
the names of W.M. Haulsee, F.G.
Howe and A. C. Doyle. Little else
is known of them, but their labors
in pulling together all the names,
pictures, ranks and specialties
like cooks, buglers, mechanige,
horseshoers, wagoneers and the
like was — to me — a remarkable
accomplishment.
Casualties from each state are
listed and coded — DA for "killed
in action," DD for "died of
disease," DW for "died of
wounds," DA for "died from acci-

dent," and "WA" for wounded in
action. All who lost their lives
during the laer are pictured, and
you can inidene the task that was
beggingAnd borrowing treasured
photograite 'friirn families and
friends. J.
. The Kenu
casualties are
listed in Vott gad we found pietures of three from Murray and
Calloway Counts: Ira Ray
Creekmur, Kirksey; and C,arnie .
0. Dunn and Catlin Sheridan, both
of Murray.
• • •
Creekmur was the oldest
brother of Mrs. Fred M. Gingles,
1606 Farmer, and she vividly
recalls identifying his body when
d was returned from England
almost,a year after he had died of
pneumonia. He is buried in the
Kirksey cemetery,
"Mother wanted to be sure it
was Ray's body," Mrs. Gingles
recalled. "She had heard so many
stories bout the wrong ones being
broughtback, and she wanted to
be sure the soldier in the coffin
was her son and our brother. She
me to make sure."
i Gingles, who had just martrs.
- ried, went to the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home that hot day in
August of 1919, and Mrs. Horace
Churchill went in with her to make
the identification. Fred, her husband and who taught accounting
at Murray State fot many years,
also went with her.
"Mother had told me to look for
a small scar near the hairline on
one aide of the head," she said,
"and I had one other thing I was
going to look for to be sure it was
Ray.
"One day when we were
children and playing, he ran into a
clothes line and fell, breaking off
the corner of a tooth. A gold crown
had been put on it. I wanted to be
sure that was there."
• • •
It was, as was the scar on his
head. "There was no doubt that it
was Ray," she said. "'The mouth
was slightly open and we could
plainly see the gold crown as well

-tsc

r
U the scar." She then t.alled her
father, John A. Creekmur, and he
confirmed the identification.
An Army mechanic, Creekmur
had gone to a mechanics'school in
Cincinnati before enlisting. The
records show he died in October,
1918, one month before the war
ewe&
a alder, MIL
Mr. Gingles
Bloorna Kirby, living in Bowling
Green, and a brother, Broadus, a
resident of the Westview Nursing
Home. He was in the Air Force
during World War II, serving in
the Pacific theater.
• • •
Dunn, who died of battle
wounds, was a brotheruf Herbert
(Hub)Dunn,506 Broad Street, and
one of 11 children -of. John and
Elizabeth Ann 4rinn. They lived
on a farm just across the Tennessee line on the Paris Road,
although Carnie had been drafted
and gone intothe Army from Murrayliefore the family moved to the
Tihnessee farm in 1917.
He was about 73 years old when
he was fatally wounded in France.
His body.Also *rat returned to
Calloway County, and is buried in
the Hazel Cemetery.
Hub, a young boy at the time,
says he remembers very' little
about his World War ,A aIier
brother.
.
• • •

Ma

Little is known ahnut Sheridan.
Listed simply from Murray, he
bo
disease, acdied of sorne-kin
U any of you
cording to the
can enlighten li'us on his
background, we'll pitsa it along.
Meanwhile, if you are tracing
your ancestors or your family tree
and know that one or more were
lost in World War I, you might find
them listed in these books, thanks
to Gretchel and Popeye.
"Put 'em where they can do
some good„," Popeye told me when
he handed over the books, and I
went straight to Dr. Keith Heim,
director of the special collections
library, with them. You.should
have seen the way his face lit up
when he saw what we had.

20 Vettirp Agr
emplorrmiint was
by.lturray Manidacturing Company.acording to Robert
A. Wyman,getittal manager
Deaths riegioried included Dr
1.- D. Hale,110,andSusie Vinson, 76.
chamber of
Murray
Commerce: had purchased' 70
acres or land, 2kt Miles from Murray on Highway 121 North, to be
used as a county fair ground. This
was the Hugh and Margaret Mae
Waldrop farm.
Randy Patterson,--Waff- SeibBazzell, Sharon Sledd, Dorothy
Henry, Janet Like, Eddie Grogan,
Jerry Spiceland, and Cynthia
Ezell, all of Calloway County. had
won championships in the
Disrtrict 4-H Rally at Paducah.
• 3I)

Years

atak2Vaili Of
Sgt. ElbeWL:14Lona Morgan, had been - reported
killed in action in Korea on Sept.6
Deaths reported included Mrs
Joe Boyce,7.0. . ,
The Southern Bell Telephone
Company's improvement and expansion program in Murray included the addition .of 300
telephones during the past two
years, according to 011ie Brown,
manager.
Mrs. Hill Gardner and Mrs
Audrey Cannon presented a lesson
about "Clothing Guideposts" at
the meeting of Paha— Road
Homemakers Club in the home of
Reble Steely.

- Thoughts
In

Sfikison

By Keil Wolf
Who says that learned or even
holy people do not have a sense of
humor. Christians in medieval
Europe tended to take all questions about sin and salvation very
seriously and very literally.
_ When the great theologian
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) was
once asked if there were real
worms in Hell, he said: No, only
the gnawing of conscience."
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By The Associated Press •
Today in History
Today is Thursday. Oct• 1, the
274th day of 1981. There are 91
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
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Inflation Really Has Support
eA a)u— Everybodydien
:
tag
R(
W
hates inflation, right? Political
leaders and the electorate, producers,consumers — everybody.
Like lago in Shakespeare's
"Othello," it represents pure evil,
and when it appears on the
economic stage, audiences
and boo.

fours

The Cailoway County .Boa,d of
Educstion had approyed.an add:non of a business education room
physical science laboratory, art
room and noceseary connecting
comdors and locker space to the
Calloway County High School
Enrollment for qrades Ito 12 was
,
775for the fall term.
Deaths reported included Bailie
Duncan. 82, Nora E Caidwell, 81,
and Ruble Norman,54.
PFC. Ronnie R Hargrove,
son of Mr and Mrs. T. &—
Hargrove, had completed basic •
trauung with the infantry at Fort
Polk.
Ur. and Mrs. David Arthur
Valentine, Puryear, Tenn had
announced the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Janne Lorene, to Dr
Donald Glenn Hughes, son of Mr
and Mrs. Alford Lee Hughes, Mur-

Reag4n Mahinery
"i yBe Crea1(ing-'.

NEW YORK(AP) — Americans
overwhelmingly believe in God.
Most of them pray, regularly.
, Nearly half of them are in church
' 'every Sunday. Almost every home
ia the United States has at least
one Bible. But it's rarely read.
These are among the findings in
surveys over the past year as
summed up in the 1981 "Religion
in America" report of the
Princeton Religion Research
Center.
A variety of different
measurements "attest to -the
remarkable stability of religion in
America," says George Gallup
Jr., executive director of the
center, which is linked to his polling organization.
In regard to the sharp controversy over abortion, the
surveys find people about evenly
divided, with 46 percent opposing
the 1973 Supreme Court decision
allowing abortion and 45 percent
supporting it. The remaining 9—
percent were undecided.
But 54 percent think human life
begins at conception, while 22
percent think it begins somewhere
between conception and birth; 17
percent at birth; and 7 percent
with no definite opinion about it.
Generally, Gallup says, the indicated religious stability is
Impressive, considering various
trends that would be expected to
have a "negative impact on
religion," including:
The "distractions of modern
life, forces undermining the family and the ongoing conflict between values of society and those
of the church."
Ironically, he notes, the "electronic church" which many critics
have contended reduces religious
participation appears to be a "key
factor" in maintaining religious
stability.
The survey results indicate that
"religious programs are more
likely to draw people to church or
synagogue rather than keep them
away,"Gallup says.
• Despite the outward signs of
-0 religious vitelity, however, he
reports there also are some
negative indications beneath the
surface.
For example, biblical illiteracy
was found to be widespread. Less
than half the adult respc.
---.dents
could name four or more of the
Ten Commandments. A fourth of
the teen-agers have never read
the Bible.
"Americans revere the Bible
but they do not read it," Gallup
2
observes, noting that only 12 per-
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171I' While House

school lunches and iiirinue WASHINGTON(AP)- =--Muld it
sharing.
be that the well-oiled Reagan
machinery is starting to creak
Earlier that day,Stockman told
reporters that the school lunch
just a little?
proposals had been withdrawn.
Item: The controversial school
Among other things, they would
lunch regulations, proposed but
have let school dietitians reduce
never implemented, are pulled
youngsters' milk allotments and
back. Budget director David
call ketchup and pickle relish
Stoclmian says there may have
vegetables instead of condiments.
been a "bureaucratic goof."
But Stockman wasn't exactly
Item: The Treasury secretary
right when he said the proposal
reveals that the revenue sharing
already had been withdrawn,
program will end in 1984. Within
White House spokesman David R.
hours, the White House says he is
Gergen explained. They were
wrong.
withdrawn only after Reagan and
Item: The administration's efAgriculture Secretary John Block
forts to fight a congressional veto
held a hastily scheduled conof the proposed sale of AWACS
ference at the White House, after
airplanes to Saudi Arabia raises
Stockman's announcement.
the greatest risk of defeat on
So, first the administration was
Capitol Hill President Reagan has
forced to retreat as a result of a
faced.
storm of adverse publicity over
The first two are elements in the
the regulations, and second, it
confusion that emerged in the
wasn't even sure when it was
hours after the president made his
retreating.
fifth nationally televised attempt
Reporters returning to the
to rally the nation behind his
White House press room, actually
economic plan.
located in the adjacent Executive
The latter represents a
Office Building while.-the press
reminder that this president and
room in the White House is
his aides can miscalculate, just
renovated, were greeted after the
/like their predecessors.
school lunch announcement with a
But Reagan's attitude appeared
statement intended ta•.ciear
to be one of confidence.
While Wall Street, in its initial-- "some confusion" on the-general
sharing program.
'
reaction -to last-- -Thursday--s--revenue
Correcting Treasury Secretary
speech,sent stock prices tumbling
by-the close of business last week, Donald Regan, the "clartfication"
the president declared that he was said "no presidential decision has
been made to phase o revenue
unconcerned by the fall.
He wasn't worried, he said, sparing in fiscal yeat . ."
As for the Airborn „ Warning
"because I don't have any"
and Control System" aircraft, no
stocks.
Later, he may have thought bet- simple statement could end the
confusion, or lessen the risk of
ter of that answer.
defeat when the roll'leaned in the
After Reagan left for Camp
t
ateral
Senate. And in the House, defeat
David, Md„ last Fridair
er- on this issue appears to be a
key aides worked htfrd
about foregone conclusion.
noon to answer questi

t
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WOODWORKING — Darrel Watkins participates
in one of the woodworking sessions at the mental
health-mental retardation center. Items from the
activity center offers for sale include -candle
holders, paper towel holders, coffee mug racks,
bird feeders, stools, rocking horses, plasters, book
racks end coat racks.

MONEY Money concepts and word recognition directs the center to teach
day-to-day skills to help poop).function in society. Teacher Cindy Clemson helps
Mark llama with the purchased an item.

RAKING LEAVES — One of the fall projects at the center is leaf raking,done
by Johnny Armstrong and Stephen Norsworthy. Persons wanting their lawns
raked can call the center at 7534622.

Center Needs Local Support
To Continue Adult Programs

-•

The Murray-Calloway of hair, make-up and work with local
added.
County Mental Health- fingernails, are taught to
also include
Mental Retardation aid the mentally hant
appropriate
Center located at 704 dicapped person in hay- •;
Improving
Main St. is in need of ing a more positive self- and increasing
funds to continue pro- image, Clemson said.
mobility in our
viding present services to Training in home living
unity.
learning
of
consists
skills
and/or
mentally
The Adult Activities
physically handicapped general housekeeping
needs support
washing
Program
as
such
skills
adults residing in the
county, according to Cin- `and drying dishes, to continue operating at
dy Clemson, • Adult Ac- dusting and vacuuming its present rate,center oftivities Program direc- and doing the laundry. ficials said. The program
Be*functional life skills is partially funded.
tor.
as money concepts, federally through Title
such
of
function
major
The
the centet is operating word recognition and tell- XX. The program receiv7.
the program, which ing time-are also worked ed a -12.74 percent cut-in
funding this year with 4
began in 1975, and is on,-she added. .
the
possible higher cut in
of
component
new
A
designed to provide training for this special program will be work ac- 1982, officials added.
Adding to the problem
population. The goal for tivities. Work is one of the
of
fact many Calloway
the
activities
is
normal
most
pro.the
_in
pepsin
each
gram is to have the most life so it is important for Criuntians support the annormal life style possible the, Mentally handicap- nual Easter Seal Telethon
and to prepare each for ped person to do some not realizing that none of
maximal self-Sufficiency, type of work to achieve a their contributions are
feeling of self-reliance returned to the Murray
Clemson said.
The program consists and satisfaction, Clemson center, Clemson said. Ofof providing training in said. 'lads may include ficials, stated they do not
several areas. Pergonal raking yards, woodwork._ wish to drew funds away
care skills, such as care ing or small corirract from any other worthy

Landscaping Ties Plant Bed Canvas
And Plastic. Gas And Applicators
Western Hats

Work
Clothes
Khaki Pants & Shirts
Insulated
Coveralls
Vests•Jackets•

charity.
Anyone wishing to
learn more about the programs offered at the
center should call the
center at 753-6622. In addition, any civic
organization who may be
interested., in viewing a
slide presentation of the
center's function is urged
to contact Clemson at the
center and arrange a
time when a board
member can Present it to
a group_

TUF- NUT
WESTERN WEAR

Harrell'sFarm& HomeSupply
Calloway County's Comploto Fars,Simply Star*

733-71162

Murray,Ky.

The lamp that's become a contemporary classic because it fits in with
any style room, from Oriental to traditional to the starkest modern. Hi
glass ceramic have in a variety of
colors. all with white pleated vinyl
shades.

20% Off
On 411

Parent, Child
Nature Outing
Scheduled

Wood & Brass Lamps
Sale Good Thru
.Sunda,.., October 4th

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S

A workshop for parents
_to explore nature • with
their children, sponsored
by the Murray .State
University Center for Environmental Education,
will be,from 10 a.m. to 3
pin. Saturday, Oct. 10, in
the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
All participants should
wear old clothes and bring a sack lunch.
Reservations are required and can be made
by calling the center at
.762-2747.

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Lakeway Village Shopping Center — Highway 79 East
Paris, Tennessee

Store Hours: 10 a.m. til 5 p.m., Monday thru Saturday
1 p.m. til 5 p.m. on Sunday

Only At

Sherwin
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gal.
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Paint

Williams

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The Motor Vehicle Dealer
Board approved at its recent meeting 57 applications, including two in
Murray, for permanent
dealer licenses.
The local applications
approved were from Billy's Used Cars and from
Elliott Motor Sales.
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Couple Enjoys 60 Years Together
-

Lou Jennie and Fleetwood B. Crouch have
shared joys and sorrows
in their Lynn Grove home
since Sept. 18, 1921-80
years. With the exception
of the two first years of
their married life which
they spent in a two-room
apartment just across the
road from them, they
he,. resided in the same
house.
Their Horoscope, Leo,
describes them as "A
combination of traits aristocracy, ability to
command respect, the
capacity to love deeply
and the type to form the
backbone of the cornmunity."
Fleetwood is five years
and 12 days older than
Lou Jennie. His birthday
is Aug. 5. Hers is the 17.
After graduation from
Cuba High School in a
class of three - she, Lessie
and Voris Pickard, she
taught school until she
married. Fleetwood attended Murray High two
years. Because of bad
roads, he boarded in town
with Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Hale, where Owen's
Grocery is.
He was drafted then
and was one of the 50
young men of this county
to be called first. Before
going to France, he was
stationed at Camp Tyalo
Louisville where he used
his influence and did his
duty for his country by
being a waiter in the officers' mess hall. In
France he accepted the
offer to transfer to The
Cavalry, hoping to ride a
horse. He never saw action, but spent every
chance in Paris.
He has always lived in
the Lynn Grove community. He is tpe son of

Following her mother's
dinner, they left by train
to spend their honeymoon
in Memphis, Tenn. Instead of sleeping in a
hotel there, they spent the
hot night on the train
because of a wrecked
freight train ahead. It
was late the next morning
when the train was
removed. She
remembers that their
wedding clothes didn't
look too fresh on the hotel
arrival. It was navy,
trimmed with white
beads. His suit was a
gray pin-striped. Both
wore these clothes as
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood B. Crouch Together 60
their Sunday best for
several years. She and he
years.
Lan 0. and Mattie when he died of cancer have kept their trim
Crouch. Gordon, his four years ago. Maxine, figures and could probrother, lives across the Mrs. Tom Bell, a bably fit into them now.
Si1111115 Wilford was
street from him and was graduate of MSU is Opal
of honor, Dewey
maid
the
co-owner of the Lynn librarian in an elemenwas
Jones
best man. GorGrove Milling Co. from tary school in Buffalo,
Crouch
was an attendon
1928-1980 when they N.Y. She has two adopted
dant.
retired.
children, Sherrie and
The Crouches white Tommy. Her husband
'Even though Mr.
frame house, on an acre died this year. Jimmie,
Crouch is limited in his
lot, has grown from two- the youngest, graduated
activities because of a
rooms to a four bed- from New Mexico's A&M,
stroke four years ago, he
bedroom one. "It grew by on a basketball scholararound the
necessity - an ad(ilition ship. He is a lawyer and "piddles
house and mows the
after the birth of each resides with his family in yard." He cannot
hunt
child," Mrs. Crouch Las Cruces, N. Mex. His
with his dogs as he would
remembers. -Our friends 'children are Mike a collove to. Mrs. Crouch is
are curious that our home lege student who was killhappy doing housework,
is so simple compared ed in an accident two
with Winnie's and Gor- years ago; and daughter, writing to her children
and eight grandchildren,
don's - a beautiful rock, Jackie Booth.
brick, wood structure,
Ralph a baseball lover,
but I answer their in- named his four daughters
terest by telling them we for stars - Peggy Leo
sent --three -children- -(Durocher); Patricia
through- college: They. Eddy (Stanke); Phyllis
have been our invest- Roy .(Campanella): and
ment."(Gordon and Win- Pamela Willie (Mays).
nie have no children )•.'
They are college
A true investment it graduates.
was. Ralph, the oldest, a
Answering my question
graduate of Murray State about discipling the
and a Phd owner, was a children, Lou Jennie said
teacher in Drexel Univer- they were good children.
sity, Philadelphia, Pa., She never had any trouble with them. "They
played around here with
broken dishes, boxes and
things and had a good
time. When I did punish
Be Abundantly
one for a misdemeanor, I
Warm
put him in the closet for
3000
awhile." There was one
Wherever
Or
time that Jimmie
Needed with 4000
misrepresented an incia Portable
dent. He supposedly
Watt
spent one school night
-Heater
with his buddy, Charles
Pogue. "When we
discovered the next morning that he, Charles and
Henry McReynolds spent
the night in the school
house nearby, she had a
talk with him on the
school ground before
school." She left him with
a promise that he, his dad
and she would have a talk
*Heat Bulbs in Stock
when he came home from
school." That may have
been mean of me to leave
all the day to dread going
home."
The Crouches were
married in the home of
her parents, Mr.and Mrs.
Arealla I/
Emmet Boyett, Wingo,
about 1 p.m. with the
4 753-6522
Rev. Ed Taylor saying
the one-ring ceremony.
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Try Us!

We Sell
Nothing But The Best
'11.•

We Still Have A Good Selection of

Frozen Vegetables

1
•

SaIS
Wh°11.07
e Patties

6 lb. b.

Acres
ju ie00% Pure
Orange
FrostiJuice

ewertff P".141

$9S4 g
I4.

24/12 01.-L

P.

•Ground Beef Patties

14 No.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
1 3S

No Charge For Caning, Wrapping

0

Choice Fell

Rounds
$ 1 59

Freezing

0
0

Wholesale & Retail Meat

0

$ GIBSON NAM CO!'

•

(

I
.07
N. 3rd St.
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By Lochie Flart
receiving mail and gifts neire. the cake and floral
The advanced player
from them, and together, arrangements
often falls back on the same
Calling on them that basic rules followed by the
the two watch TV and enjoy visits from friends. afternoon I found the two beginner The different"!
They are members of the wearing the boucluets, a between these players is
little tired but happy. I that the Advanced player
Salem Baptist Church.
ate
some of the cake and knows when to jettison the
Mr. Crouch has given
drank
coffee with them old cliches
bountifully to serving on
Declarer ruffed the third
while we talked, and lootcivic organizations. He is ed
heart and played his two top
at
a
carefully
kept
trumps. relying on somehonorary member of the
scrapbook. In it were
load .114,Cross board, dog tags Fleetwood the thing be learned •long time Videsrabia Bata neater
wore ago eight ever nine never
having served 30 years; in the service
- HQ TR. I. itranslation with nine
WIN
'Sergi East
is a meenber of the Dept. Div 1881044
I.
t• Vats
trumps
one
learns
to
play
Rotary Club; served on
4•
Pats
rasi
Barbara Erwin, Max- for the drop of the queen
the local hospital board 18 ine's life long friend,
with
eight trumps one
and
Opening lead Heart king
years; has been active in husband
Hampton; learns to finessei
the Democratic party; neighbors Virginia
The
second
high
trump
and
his brother Gordon is a Fred Pogue, Winrue
and brought a discard from five unknown cards ThereRepublican.) and he is a
West and bad news for
member of the board of Gordon Crouch, and Mar- declarer Later he lost a fore the odds in lai.or of a
tha
Charles
and
Windsor,
trump and a
directors of the Peoples represented
and finesse are 7-5 and the
the absent the game went diamond
thoughtful backs the odds,
down one
Eiank.
children.
Had declarer known noth- breaks the "rules" and
Lou Jennie and
They continue to watch ing about the hand other makes his game
Fleetwood have been the news, are concerned than his cards and dummy's,
Bid with Cart
observing this anniver- about the high rate of in- his play for the drop would
sary all summer - once terest, the jobless, and have been correct Howev- South holds I ti 1I 1 H
when Jimmie came and Mr. Crouch said that er. declarer did know more
•AhJA
again when Maxine was Reagan must have been a about the opponents distri•
'Ii
here, but they wanted better actor than he is a bution than he considered
OAKA
another event near the president. Mrs. Crouch West's play of his hearts
4h,3 J 10
showed
that
he
iii
had
and
real date of tbeir wed- said," I see Nancy on the East
had two
did that
ding. They provided the TV following along with have to do withWhat
the distribu- Sesta Sane
ingredients for a luntion of the trumps' It meant i•
21,
cheon at the Colonial on
Leo's description of that there was more space
the 20th. That was August births seems to fit 'In East's hand than West's
tancelltd after Fleet- the Crouches - They have for any particular missing ANSI/MR: Three no trump
wood fell the day before the "combination of card
Shows five spades. 17-19
Declarer should play only high card points and
the event: Not to be out- traits that show respect,
done, the local hosts and capacity to love deeply one high trump and lead a stoppers in the untild suits
hostesses made an after- and the type that are the club to dummy A trump
beide. quotations to rho Ai so
lunch visit and delivered backbone of the com- lead from dummy leaves Ind
East with seven unknown P0 Boa 11141 Dallas. T.las 11215
the corsage and bouton- munity."
with pett a4dreared ttampri owntlusie
cards while
West has only I oe roply

Thinking ahead:
Starting Oct. 1st,
you can
earn 12.61% interest
Tax Free on fully
insured savings.
Here's How.

on't Betold As
This Winter

0

.4 place for everything
everything an its place
Am Franklin

Nisi, 753-1601
HOURS;7:00- S:00 Alea.-Fri.

Ph Accept Food
Stamps

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray." ,
1

AramvasisNEsmso meisarimmigge..••

The President's new tax bill will let us offer you 1 year Tax Saving Certificates
that pay up to $2,000 tax free interest on a joint federal income tax return or $1,000
tax free interest on on individual return.
These Certificates are fully insured and will be available starting October 1st, earning 12.61% This rate will vary with each ngw monthly issue. Our minimum deposit
for qualification will be $400.00.
Depending on your tax
bracket, these Certificates
could offer very attractive
The Interest Rate
yields. However, much If
You'd Have To Receive
Your Adjusted
Your Probable Tax
To Net 12.61% After
depends on your overall Gross Income Is:
•
Bracket Is:
Federal Incxxne Tax Is:
financial situation.
$50,000
50%
25.22%
Call or stop by Security
5000
40%
21.02%
Federal's , office. We'll let -- '
you know just how much $25,000
30%
18.01%
Tax Saving Certificates arel $20,000
25%
16.81%
worth to you.
Figures
You'll find that Security, Interest above are approximate and based on 1981 tax tables.
of 12.61% is equal to 70% of average yield on
Fet6rol offers many new one yearrate
U.S.Treasury Bills as of the Sept. 3auction date.
ways to earn additional interest. And you'll find one
Member-FSLIC
more thing...a great deal of
Substantial petNolty for early ,,,,,hdrowoi
interest in you.

.

Security Federal -.-Savings & Loan
4, A
sso. i

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your Future Is Important To Us."
So.
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ElementaryStudents Treated To Special Ballet Performance
By NORINNE WINTER
A special morning performance was given by
the Louisville Ballet for
the elementary School
children of Murray and
Calloway County Monday
morning at Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State University
campus.
AU ballet company
had appeared Sunday as
the opening attraction in
the Murray Civic Music

Association's 23rd
season. The two ballets
presented for the 2040
children who attended
were "Allegro Brillante"
with music by Tchaikovsky and choreography by
Balanchine, and "Invocation" with music by
Gismonti, and
choreography and
costume design by Martha Coimerton, a young
dancer and member of
the company.

Getting settled
made simple. '

Murray High Groups
Collect For Charity
Members of the- Murray High School TrAlpha and Hi-Y Clubs collected $4.55 for the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation during roadblocks
Saturday.
Tri-Alpha and Hi-Y are
service clubs affiliated
with the state YMCA
which encou,rages
students to involve
themselves in school and
in community activities.
School sponsors are Mary
Ann Russell and Kent

Ilaw-tows iliiesnaas fade
after a WELCOME WWIsat
As your Nostoss, it's my job to help you mall the
most of your now Neighborhood. Mr shop,* areas.
Comar.mity oggortsoltios. Sguial attrastions. Lots
of ;acts to save los time aid minoy.
Plus a basket of gifh for your family.
I'll he lists.* for yew call.

elcome Fr(won
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

ge King 4924348

The
around in the
last one was the best."
Catherine Hurt: "I liked the costumes in both of
them." Anna Laura Fuson: "I
liked the first one the best
-the costumes in both and the going out and
coining

Several members of the
audience, interviewed
following the performance, were willing to
have their comments
published. Some of them
were:
Eric Niffenegger, "I
liked it when they ran and
jumped and turned

Barnes.
Participating in the
roadblock were, for TrAlpha, Claire Bell, Missy
Emerson, Carol Beaman,
Teresa Suiter, Tracey
Borge, Karen
Hainsworth, Kay Farley,
Kelly McCarty, feresa
Ford, Holly Knight,
Laurie Lovett, Angie
Hale, Lonna Furr and Joy
Hina. Hi-Y members
were Mark Hussurig,
Rick Kupchella and Andy
Jobs.

All three of the above
are second grade
students of Mrs. Lashlee
Foster.
Other second grade
students of Mrs.
Margaret Franklin had
the following to say about
the program:
Michelle Stinnett; "It
was be,autiful!"
&BY Barksdale* "I
slept halfway — but I like
the pimps"
Kwanda Hornbuckle,
who would like to be a
'ballerina, said "I liked
the way they danced to
the music and moved
their bodies."
Chet Hutson,a member
of Mr. Durham's 4th
grade said "It's great! I
like everything."
Kimberly Sexton, "I
really enjoyed it."
Keisa Bennett, 4 years
old, who likes to dance
"liked both dances."
Other comments
overheard at intermission and after the per-

forinance:
Ray Dunn, principal,
"We must do more of this
for the children."
Mrs. Eunice
teacher, "simply
delightful - we could
have watched more."
Alun Jones, artistic
director of the Louisville
Ballet said, " a
remarkably disciplined
group. It showed that
teachers and parents had
trained the children
well."
Among those who made
it possible for the
children to see this performance by the ballet
were: Murray Civic
Music Association, the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club,
The Kentucky Arts Council, Murray State
University, Robert Glin
Jeffrey and Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendents of
Murray and Calloway
County Schoo/S, all principals and teachers of the

elementary schools - and
bus drivers for the county
schools.
Jean Bennett and Jan
Wilson of the Murray
Woman's Oub handled

seating.
Betty Lowry, president
of Murray Civic Music
Association praised
everyone involvedc. in-

chiding the Civic Music
patrons.
Libby Hart, who coordinated the arrangements for the event
said "it is marvelous that
so many people share the
philosophy --Wet our
children are worth the extra effort to bring events
such as this to Murray!"

'TANNING BOOTHS
ARE DANGEROUS
HAWAIIAN TANNING
ABLETSsummer ton without
Hie
•
vibe

sun. Keep your
Beinnifel tons %
the use of dangerous twining booths. Safe natural food colorings. Millions hove token t hese tablets without any si4 effects. Send for your box of 72 tablets specially priced at
$2942 plus $3.00 handling(check or money order)from

_
Creative Marketing
1810 East Michigan
Lansing, Michigan 48912
Dept. A-509

••:••••::

•••
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Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With ,
$11.50 Order /I
Both- With
$25.00 Order /it!,
All 3 With '
S35.00 Order

Prices kW
5-31M1-1

j

_iii
MINCIPICOCX
MEAL
SAUSAGE
Chicken of Sea
TUNA
Miracle Maze Corn Muffin
MEAL MIX
lucky Leaf Apple
SAUCE
Lucky Leaf Apple
APPLE JUICE

Tuna
Popsrite Popeye

Aunt Jomima Buttermilk Self Rising
Self Rising

,

Storkist

99c POPCORN

5 Lb.

Libby's Chicken Vienna

5 oz.

2 lb. bag

New Store Hours
M on..Thurs. 8:00-1:00

(Inc

Northern

39c TISSUE

99c
59c PEANUTS

$"

16oz.

16oz.$59

69C Hyde Pork Plain or Iodized
25 oz.

SALT
...64 oz.
CREAM
$169 iredrs
Welch's Grape
JUICE
Whole Cut 1. Wrapped ,
Picnic
For Freezer
MUSTA/12RD
Beef
Rosedale or Sliced
PEACHES
Loin
Contadina Whole Peeled
40-45 lb. Avg.
TOMATOES
French's Big Tate inst.
POTATOES

460.,
U. S. Choice

Sirloin
Steak

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding •
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Coke or

Scott's
Jumbo Roll

Paper
Sc fik Towels
i

PEPS%

26 oz. 19c.

/1 2 gal.

:1!
$39

2 Li TYRS

,.3

59c

89'
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dory Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

64 oz.$49

32 oz.
Carnation Instant Hot
29 oz.69C

141/2 oz.

2189C
99c

16 0z.

,2,...69$1"c

MIX
Keebler Zesta Saltine

CRACKERS
BEANS

15 oz.

•

17oz.

A d
PLibbYC'sili
FOOD
DOG
Come & Get It
DOGDawnFOOD
Diswashing
DETERGENT

16 oz. 2189C
Alpo Beef Flavored

160z.49C

SC89

25 lb. v
20 lb.

22 oz

EGGS
Grade 'A' Large

EGGS

doz.

Grade A Medium

•

STEAK
U.S. Choice Boneless Arm Cut
SWISS STEAK

lb.

$1°

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

BACON

BEEF Owen's Best Deli Roast
BEEF

lb

.1
529

POTATOES

$429 LETTUCE
Vine Ripened
TOMATOFS.
lb $2"

lb

139 CHEESE

Economy Ground

3-4 lb. pkg. lb. $1 29 RIBS
BEEF
lb $28t NON:.:
U.S. No. 1 Red ,
-Ovum's Best Fried
------- -lb.
PRO LEAGUERS
CHICKEN . 9 Pcs. Whole Chicken$329 POTATOES
U.S.D.A. Grade A Chicekn
Fancy
$119 Owen's Famous Pit Bakedlb.
BREASTS
2 or whole 9).119 BROCCOLI •
1
/
HAM

'Si

25C
lb.

49c & 59c
,b 59c

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK
FIo
iivAGIFONE

gal

gal

Hyde Pork Homogenized

MILK

Yellow

Owen:s best BBQ

14
'

ILK

11

Fancy Calif.

Emge American

3-4 lb. pkg. lb.

doz.

694
654

Home Grown Sweet

Owens' Best BBQ
9
lb. ?

$115

774

doz.

EGGS
U.S. Choice T-Bone

$1"

Grade "A" LExtro Large

59!

EATS

LI

psedile Garden .
RoEs
Pumpkin

Fryers
I

6

1 lb. box

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Whole

lb

Del MonN
te Whole Kernel Vix-Poc

Green Giant Cut Green

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Chuck
Roast
1 89

$259

79c....

Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

Planters Cocktail

18 oz.

6% Oz.

4 roll pkg. OU

Planters Dry Roasted
u s
erJai
ntN
caA
DiE

61
2 oz.
/

79c

' Gal

Hyde Park

BUTTER/4W-

• 99c

Gal

Poi
i
tal
d
o
4Y

i4IIK

gol

$1"

bunch

z's
•s‘`••-•-•- —

•

-•

•■••-•':

••

•

•
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Murray Country Club Elections Scheduled
Three new militiblier (Bill) Wilson-, Wbellit
will be elected to the Mur- terms have expired. Tbe
ray Country Club board other two are Dr. Jim
of directors Tuesday, Frank and Gene McCutOct. 6, at the club's an- cheon, ..anediate past
nual fall general president.
Nominated for the
meribership meeting,
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in three vacancies, which
the clubhouse.
will occur Dec. 31, are:
The three will replace •Bob Billington, Thomas
three board members, in- C. Emerson, Henry M.
&Kling 1130-__nit_ presi- Fulton, Alfred Lindsey,
dent, Dr. William R. Dr. Michael T. Ridley

either of the two. Mrs.
Poston's telephone

Mrs. BliblIg2021.3 is7531791.

FultonAnd Lindsey are
past' presidents of the
club.
In announcing the
meeting to the membership in aletter,
Tbe District Dairy
Dairy farm families
also said asuggestedof
change in the club's by- District / will meet mon_ Primes will be crowned.
Laws
be
_-days(kis 5 at 7:30 p.m. Li Eartia Idel[las•
TIGER BAND — The Murray High School Band placed third ui its divielsa and
The suggested change, meow middle school.
daughter of Mr.
overall in the 11-participant Fayette Lions Kentucky Invttational Band Can
fifth
A-mte dairy dinner will Robert McKinney, deb"
he said, involved the
test Saturday. The Tiger color guard also placed second in its division Display maximum expenditure be followed with the fanners in northwest ing the trophies from the contest are from left Gina Shipley,co-captain, Lynne
authorized the board for district dairy princess Calloway County, will Leberger, co-captam ; Tiffany Taylor, band president and Paul Blackburn and
, represent Calloway Counany one transaction presentilting,by the Ads
Bill Campbell, band directors. The band's next competition will be Saturday in
without having to go to (ladies auxiliary 01 the ty in the prince.. event. Paris, Tenn.
k the general membership dairy industry); a mart McKinney is a freshman
for approval.
on the Kentucky dairy at Murray State UniversiThe current ceiling is referendum by Erick Mc- ty.
$5,000. Under the propos- Clain,A.D.A. manager,
The Kentucky dairy
ed change, this would be and local directors; a
increased to 815,000, question-and -answer referendum will be Nov.
$20,000, or $25,000.
period; election of a 9-30, in order for KenFriday night, Oct. 2,the Grade A director; and tucky dairymen, both
Grade A and Manufacturclub's annual steak din- door prizes.
ing Grade, to decide
ner honoring its new
directorDistrict 1
members will be at the chairman of the meeting whether they wish to inclubhouse, beginning and the Ada chairman crease their investments
with a social hour at 6 are: Danny Elder, Fancy in the American Dairy
p.m. with dinner one hour Farm; and Katie Letter- Association program that
later.
man, Murray,respective- will continue and
of
charge
There is a
ly. Counties included in strengthen an effective
$7.50 per person, and- a District 1 are: Ballard, milk and dairy product
limited number of reser- Calloway, Carlisle, promotion program in
vations are being ac- Fulton, Graves, Kentucky.
thivrolit Inc.
cepted. In charge are Hickman, Livingston,
The last referendum
641 South. Murray
was in 1977.
Mrs. Stuart (Dean) M-,-Qhall, McCracken.
Poston and Mrs. Bob
•
(Peggy) Billington, and
reservations may be

AlBli

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE'S

Anyone who likes jazz
may want to spend a Sunday with WKMS-FM,noncommercial public radio
from Murray State
University.
Each Sunday, WKMS,
91.3 on the FM dial,
presents more than eight
hours of jazz —
everything from the big
band sounds of Benny

Pastor: Gerald Miller

Fellowship Revival
Sun.Sept:27 til Oct. 3rd:
Prayer Service 7 15
Revival Service 7:30

Special Singing Nightly
The Ford FamilyThe Kings'Sons & Others

-5.14
Industrial Average
Air Products
4
1
35 -/
American Motors
3% -31
211% 44
Ashland
American Telephone. 57% -%
4% +%
Chrysler
19% unc
Ford
G.A.F.
12% -14
General
..22% +%
44% AI
General *ors
24% -%
General Tire
4
3
Goodrich
11% -/
Gyear
ute
nth -44
MHilen
27%
-%
54 -%
I.B.M.
4b,21%a
/
211
Jerico
17% -46
Ktnart
Pennwalt
29% +%
Quaker Oats
32% -%
Texaco
3346 +46
U.S. Tobacco
no trade
19 unc
Wendy's

Evangelists
Sept. 27 Bro. Howard Conner
Sept. 28 Bro. William McKinney
Sept.29Sister Geraldine Baker
Sept 30 Bro. Witlord Beasley
Oct. 1 Bro. Greg Burton
Oct. 2 Bro. Willie Harris
Oct. 3 Bro. Richard Holt Bro. Eric & Sister Treva Kelleher will be singing directors
Located on Hwy. 1346 East of Dexter off Hwy.641

C.E.F. Fund

Goodman and Glenn
Miller to Dixieland,
modern and progressive.
-Alnently produced program. "The Black Cats
Jump," is hosted by
WKMS-FM announcer
Bobby Bryan. "Black
Cats," made possible. by
the donation of an extensive record collection to
the university is syndicated and heard on jazz
radio stations nationally.
National Public
Radio's "Jazz Alive" is
also offered Sundays.
Now in its fifth year, the
program captures live
jazz performances from
Los Angeles to New York.
Highlights of the Sunday jazz schedule are
"Big Band Era," 2-4
p.m.; "Black—Cats
Jump," 7-8 p.m.; "All
that Jazz," 8-9 p.m.;
"Jazz Alive," 9-11 p.m.,
and "Jazz Horizons," 11
p.m.to 2a.m.

5.49

with solod bar

8 Oz.Sizzlin Sirloin

4.59

with solod bar
All Dinners Include Fries or
Baked Potato, Texas, Toast and All
You Con Eat Salad Bor and Soup
Coll 753-9440 For Corryouts

Refills
oa Coffee
Teo-Soft Drinks
Open.
Sue-Tbs. 11-9
Fri. & Sat. 11-10
FREE CONES FOR KIDS ADULTS

17.51

DISCOVER
THE SA INC
w\\IIINlle
patterns
&
assorted colors
33.90
Nee.
pack
3 pair

rai
Conimporsy WalniA

On this Whitney Spinet Piano or
this Superstar Organ. You'll get
top quality Kimball craftmanship
now at an even better value. But
don't wait. These prices are in effect for a-limited time.

Tremendous Savings On All Other...

Peg. $22.99
Genuine leather uppers
Women's

Payless ShoeSource

PY

PADUCAH

MURRAY

Big K Shopping Canter
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
1-6 Sunday --

Central Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.-9 p.m. Doily
14 Sunday

AVAILABLE

CAPEnoGIRARDEAU
N. Kings

—

hwy.
n..9 p.m. Doily

hAz'Azik
rm s
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President Sets
Press Conference

Poulan

SPECIAL!

WASHINGTON(AP)— among recent presidents
Ronald Reagan, whose for the infrequency of his
last neWs conference was meetings with the press.
11111pr,
As the first round of his
more than three months
ago, holds a record tax and-budget cuts took
mime*
1effect, Reagan was going
ISLIP/111 ebeforermorters at 2 p.m.
Obituaries EDT today in the White
-.44444444144•••''''
House East Room.
is his fourth news
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cutting bills at his
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Military personnel California ranch Aug. 13.
served as pallbearers and By contrast, Reagan's
burial was in the Rose immediate predecessor,
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died Monday at a hospital weeks. Carter kept that
Ticketline at 759-1752. (Photo
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Fantasticks."
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Guest
at Fort Knox. Born July promise for more than a
by Philip Key).
Thepublic is invited to all of
ceremony will be Nash Cox,
5, 1917, in Henry County, year, but the frequency
Tenn., he was a son of the eventually began to slip.
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Survivors include his held 12 news conferences,
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widow, Mary Sanford Richard Nixon held
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Tyler, Vine Grove; two seven, Lyndon Johnson
Flu vaccine will be available at persons age 65 and -over, or Calloway County Health Departas
daughters, Mrs. Jamie 24, John F. Kennedy 16, the Calloway County Health younger people who have the ment; however if you desire this
Dunn, Rt. 6, Murray, and and Dwight Eisenhower' Department on Monday, Oct. 5, following conditions: respiratory Injection, your family physician
disease, chronic kidney disease, should be contacted.
Mrs. Chuck Tackett, 15, according to a review
from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Cadiz; two sons, Thomas 'of volumes of the Public
Each year, the flu vaccine is heart disease, diabetes, severe
Personskhould check with their
E. Tyler, Jr., Brooks,and Papers ofthe President.
made.to protect against the most anemia, and compromised imJames M. Tyler, ArVada, Deputy White House
predominant strains of flu virus • mune systems:The vaccine will not doctor before taking vaccine if
Colo.; a brother, James press secretary Larry
eipected that season. The for- be available to anyone other -then they have fever or feel sick; have
Guy Tyler, Michigan; 11 Speakes, erecent weeks, mulation for the 1981-82 flu vac- these persons, due to economic received another vaccine within
grandchildren; one hashed aatock reply to cine contains antigens.from each conditions limiting suppliek at the 14 days; have severe allergy to
Vaccine mill eggs; have a -disease of the.her_ .questions-on why-Reagan of the following three-virusesi-A-,, health depart:ilea.
great-grandchild.
hasn't- held a news Brazil-78, A-Bangkok-79, B- be given gn a first come first serve vous system; ar pregnant.
Call the Calloway County Health
Wert Rites
conference: "He will Singapore-79,a health department basis. .
Phone
Chestnut Street
The pneumonia vaccine will not Department at 753-3381 for more
have one when he's spokesman said.
753-2571
Murray, Ky.
Scheduled
Flu vaccine is recommended for be available this year at the information,the spokesman said.
ready? —
Two services for
Howard W. Werts, 70, Rt.
5, Murray, will be conSAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —Lu
ducted. The first is today
cns
atl at the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Ronnie
Adams officiating. The
second will be Sunday at 2 WASHINGTON(AP)— ting the way of life for before congressional
p.m. at the chapel of the The first fiscal new year many and the type of wives, lamented almost
inevitable cutbacks in
Rumsey Funeral Home, of the Reagan era was burial for some.
ushered in today with a
"I don't see why they federal. _support for the
Lawrence,Kans.
Burial with full tax cut that puts extra pick on me to cut," Alice arts--and- humanities.
military rites will be Sun- dollar'S -in most Smith of Hagerstown, "We're really in for a
day at the Daey Americans' pockets and Md.,tokl The Washington terrible licking," she
WWWPa
Cemetery in Eudora, budget cuts that pinch Post. She and her -two said. "We're all going to
millions more, from children are losing their have to hustle a lot."
'Kans.
Politicians are afThe family requests mayors to welfare welfare payments
because of tighter federal fected,too.
that expressions of sym- mothers.
The start of thelrevern- eligibility rules that took
Mayor Charles Royer
pathy be made to the
ment's 1982 fiscal year effect today.
Daey Cemetery fund.
of Seattle had no sooner
"Reagan's doing all handed his city council a
Werts died Tuesday at was accompanied by a
1:20 a.m. at the Murray- chorus of criticism of this cutting," she said. budget with a $22.5
Calloway County President Reagan's "But he has to cut the million deficit than
Hospital. A veteran of resolution to reduce the rich man,too."
Reagan announced a cut
World War H, he was a role. of federal spending •The New York City in revenue sharing funds
member of Chapter 50 of and regulation in Opera's Beverly Sills, in that would cost the city
the Disabled American American society, affec- a speech here Wednesday another $1.2 million.
1174 VI*
Veterans, Murray, and of
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. He moved to
Murray in 1973 after
Speariment & Regular
retiring from the Lindy
150's
Corporation, Whiting,
We're celebrating By Offering
Ind.
He is survived by his
These Specials to our Customers
widow, Shirley Brackett
Werts; two daughters,
Peggy Beshears and
Carol Ann Hoff, Hammond, Ind.; a son, Terry
Werts, Griffith, Ind.; a
sister, Evelyn
Vandeventer, Lawrence,
Kans.; four grandchildren, Terry, Jimmy,
Kimberly, and Shannon;
Metamucil
two great grandchildren,
Melinda and Chrissy.
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Knight Rites
Are Friday
Services for Ron
Knight will be Friday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of J. H.
Churchill -Funeral Home
with the Rev. Joseph A.
Geary officiating.
Pallbearers will be
Clyde Adkins, Dr. Joe
Rearoat, Dr. Georg
Oakley, George Ed
Waldrop, Ben Hogancamp, Buddy Buckingham, Chad Stewart,
and Tim Miller. The
burial- place has not been
announced. 'Knight, 24, died
Wednesday at 8:25 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. A member of
. the Wesley -Memorial
Southern Methodist
Church, Greenville, S.C.,
he was born Oct. 8, 1956,
Renton to -Frances
r-;i
Wallace Knight, Murray,
and the late Richard Leon
Knight.
Survivors are his
mother; his grandmotheOkligusIa Knight;
three brothers, Richard
Knight, Murray, James
Knight, Chicago,. MOM:
Roger Knight, Sarasota,
Fla.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
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Local Football Previews

Laketi Host, Tigers Travel
"If we're to win the
district championship
and have an opportunity
to advance in the playoffs
beyond that, we've got to
win this game. Ballard's
a very, very fine
ballte_am and they're 2-0
in the district. If we're to
win this one, we've got to
contain their offense that
MHS vs
runs out of a variety of
Ballard Memorial
sets, plus !we've got to
From the beginning of score and maintain conthe season Russellville's trol of the football when
been the team to beat in we're on offense," Tiger
MHS' new Class A coach John Hine said.
Both squads will be
district. Nothing's changed since then, although running full strength,
the defending state healthy physically, and
INJURED AND OUT — Senior fullback and linebacker Tommy Workman (far
champs haven't seen any coming off decisive
left) won't be seeing action for the Lakers again this week as his ankle remains
district victories.
district action to date.
Injured frten the Lone Oak ballgame, Sept. 18. According to Calloway County
Last week Ballard
Meanwhile the
coach Sam Harp, Workman is expected to be healthy for the district matcbup
—File photo by Jim Rector
aid poV6Wd has Memorial (2-3 overall)
bridesm
with Reidland next week.
CCHS vs seen considerable ac- clubbed Fulton City, 19-9,
South Fulton
tivity with Friday's MHS- a team MHS whitewashFacing a Class AABallard Memorial clash ed, 35-0, two weeks ago.
school from Tennessee
being the keystone of the The Tigers (2-3, 2-0 in
isn't Laker coach Sam
lace.
district play) toppled
district
Harp's idea of an ideal
Fulton County, 14-6, last
'week, whereas Ballard
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
memorial blanked the
— Kentucky..
(AP)
Pilots, 10-0, earlier this uarterback, Randy
season
tes- la
The giMae- witt-tritt sakint—rwihk-i
es in
categki
several
Ballard Memorial, but
nce
tern
Confere
Southeas
Hina says it makes no difl statistics,
ference where the two footbal to the league
g
teams play. "After the accordin
office.
crowd
n
hometow
way our
Jenkins is fourth in
turned ,out for the Fulton
efficiency with
passing
week,
We've sold so many New Honlast
County game
points. He
rating
115.7
we're not worried where
da's during the 81 season that we
also ranks sixth in total
we play," Hina said.
a
yards
109.3
with
offense
have over $50,000 worth of trade
Last week when the
in
puntenth
and
game
Tigers played at Sanger
ins that must be sold to
with a 35-xard
Field,Lbe._ Murray ting
followers out-numbered average.
Andy
safety
Junior
Fulton
wn
hometo
the
in.
Molls is sixth in punt
Countains.
a
yards
Ballard Memorial returns with 8.2
Many of these are 80 and 81
operates offensively from return.
s,
statistic
team
SEC
In
backs
the pro set or split
models with very low mileage
in
in the backfield. They the Wildcats are fifth IS
also use the shotgun and a scoring offense with
double slot formation ef- points a game and fifth hi
scoring defense with 13.3.
fectively.
Kentucky is ninth ,in
doubt
any
there's
ff
offense with.1116
rushing
about the game,in Hina's
a
game, fourth in
yards
a
playing
in
be
eyes, it'll
at 142.3
offense
passing
team he's never played
offense
total
in
ninth
and
slight
a
before. "We feel
disadvantage in not hav- with 237.3.
In defensive
ing played Ballard
Sole is now in progress
before. It makes a dif- categories, Kentucky is
defense
in
rushing
sixth
at:
ference when yoU've
played a team and when with 151.3 yards, second
you haven't. Things like in passing defense with
Fulton
over
plow
(7)
Reed
coaching habits and 107.7 and third in total
COMIN' THRU — Murray High's John Purdom (66) and teammate Stephon
pressbe
again
will
Tigers
the
tendencies are hard to defense at 259 yards a
Friday
victory.
district
So. 4th — 753-4092
County's Fred Bishop(20)during last week's MHS 14-6
deal with in a first- game.
ed to contain a potent offensive attack when MHS travels to Ballard Memorial.
hoot
will
Kentucky, 1-2,
—Staff photo by Jim Rector meeting situation like
this. It'll be a unique Clemson in e regionallysituation for both televised game on
Saturday.
schools," Hine said.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Friday night both
Calloway County and
Murray High will be
clawing tooth and nail to
continue into the second
half of their respective
seasons with .500 success
rates or better.
CCHS, 4-2, hosts a
relatively unknown quantity when Tennesseans
from South Fulton invade
Laker Stadium for the
7:36p.m. kickoff.
MHS, 2-3, teaches 'its
halfway mark this week
when the Tigers travel to
Ballard memorial for a
7:30 p.m. district matchup.

situation, especially since
his coaching staff hasn't
been able to scout the
team more than once or
obtain game films of the
South Fulton squad.
"It gives you that little
something to think about
all the time.. . that little
something that scares
you. We don't know that
much about them. It's
kind of like when we
playea Dyer County
(Tennessee). If we're
mentally ready we can
blow them out, but if
we're not, well. .." Harp
left his sentence unfinished as the thought of
another 25-7 thrashing
came into mind.
"We know they beatFulton County, 7-0, and
we know they're a strong
offensive ballclub," Harp
said. The Laker skipper
also said his squad would
be scouted by district foe

Reidland Friday night
and that he planned to
give the Hounds
something to think about.
"It's going to be a night
of fascinating football,"
Harp predicted.
Fascinating or.not, it'll
be one without the power
running and gut-jarring
tackling of Laker
mainstay, Tommy
Workman. The senior
fullback/linebacker will
miss his second game in a
row after injuring his
ankle against Lone Oak
two weeks ago.
"Tommy's very
depressed right now. It's
tearing him up inside to
sit around doing nothing,
but we can't take any,
chances. We want him
well for Reidland next
week,"Harp said.
South Fulton, 3-1, will
bring a line averaging
190-pounds per man into

Friday's ballgame and
has a proficient shotgun
formation passing game.
Friday's game will be
Southwest Elementary
Night where any student
of Southwest will be admitted free to the game
when accompanied by a
paying adult.
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Three RacersRank In 1-AA Stats
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Sophomore
tailback Terence Thompson of Eastern Kentucky
Is Division 1-AA's top
rusher, according to
statistics released by the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
Thompson, of
Owensboro, Ky., is
averaging 135.2 yards a
game. Last weekend he
turned in a 293-yard
rushing performance
against Akron, a season
high in the division.
Other Kentucky
players ranked high in
Division 1-AA:
— Murray State's Nick
Nance is seventh in

rushing with 99.5 yards a
game.
— John Christopher of
Morehead State is third in
punting with 43.8 yards a
kick.
— Murray State's
Ronald Hopkins ranks
seventh in punt returns
with 13.2 yards a return.
— Freshman Marcus
Moss of Murray State is
fifth in kickoff returns
with 72.3 yards a return.
In team statistics,

Eastern Kentucky is
fourth in rushing offense
with 237.7 yards a game.
Western Kentucky is
fifth in scoring offense
with 32.7 points a game.
Eastern Kentucky also
ranks high nationally in
several defensive
statistics. The Colonels
are fifth in total defense
with 205.2 yards, fifth in
passing defense with 91.7
yards and third in scoring
defense with 7.5 points.

Bring th.re Family

CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
O
C iKY Lake
SPEBeul
ver 'cG'ng
Broasted Chicken Dinner
Friday
Oct. 2

Saturday
Oct. 3

502-436-5496

"1982's Are Here"
Jeep wrote the book on
4-wheel drive.
ITS A CLASSIC!

1000 Crifr011ee Lafe0C

Controversy
Continues

Sunday
Oct. 4

tnekThdes 4 Pieces Chicken, t
&meted Potatoes, Cole Slaw, q
Rolls, Honey & Butter

Morehead State is sixth
in pass defense with 100.5
yards a game.
In punting, Eastern
Kentucky is second with a
net average of 39.6 yards
and Morehead State is
tied for third with Connecticut at 39.2.
Kentucky's Greg Long
is the only player in the
state ranked in Division
1-A statistics. He is tied
with several players for
third in interceptions
with one a game.
Several Ohio Valley
Conference players rank
high in Division 1-AA
statistics.
Youngstown State's
Paris Wicks is second in
rushing with 113.3 yards a
game and sixth in ailpurpose running with
153.7 yards.
Austin Peay's Floyd
Jones is sixth in rushing
with 100 yards a game.
Place-kicker Ray
Mullican of Tennessee
Tech is tops in field goals
with 2.33 field goals a
game. Middle Tennessee's Kelly Potter is
third at 1.75.'

v Reg
Orders Only

Located in Cypress Springs Resort

MELB fiU_R•N E,
Atraa Britain
has told other members
of the Commonwealth
that it is trying to prevent
a two-game tour this
month by an all-white
rugby team from South
Africa, diplomatir.
sources said today.
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Who's Gonna Win?
By TOM CANAVAN
Associated Press Writer
Baseball's secondseason pennant races
may be a few teams
poorer, but that doesn't
make them any less confusing — even the one in
which the pairing for the
divisional playoff has
been decided.
Kansas City qualified
for the division playoff
against the Oakland A's
in the American League
West Wednesday, downing Minnesota 5-2. The
victory didn't give the
Royals the West title for
the second season, but
assured them of second
place if Oakland repeats
as division champ.
The Royals have five
scheduled games remaining. But they could be
forced to play a makeup
game against Toronto
Monday if they sweep
Cleveland in a
doubleheader today and

Pennant Races-Approach Wire

only beat the A's in one of whether the Royals win
three games at home this the second-half title. If
they don't, the final four
weekend.
games will be in Oakland.
The number of contenders in the AL East
.slipped to three Wednes-whin the Milwaukee
'
-Brewers crushed the
*Boston Red Sox. 10.6,
Baltimore Orioles, who
were rained out of their
game at Detroit against
That would leave Kan- the Tigers.
sas City with a 30-24
record and .555
percentage. Oakland
would be 27-22 and .551,
forcing the Royals to
meet Toronto to determine the division titlist on
Monday.
What is settled is that
the best three-of-five
series for the AL West'
With four days remaindivisional title will open
in the season, the
ing
City.
Tuesday in Kansas
Whether the second game Tigers held a sTiin
also is there depends on three-percentage point

lead over the Brewers
with the Red Sox PA
games back in third Place
and on the verge of being
eliminated.
Boston (27-22) could be
ousted today if Detroit
(28-20) defeats Baltimore
in Vie makeup of Wednesday night's game. The
Red Sox could tie for the
AL East title if they win
their remaining three
games, Detroit loses to
Baltimore today and then
takes two of three games
from Milwaukee (29-21)
This weekend. That would
leave Boston and Detroit

tied for first and force a
one-game playoff.
If Detroit beats
Baltimore, then the
Tigers-Brewers threeghme series this weekend
at Milwaukee will determine the AL East
second-half winner. The
team winning two of
those three games would
win the second-half title
and face the New York
Yankees, the first-half
winners, in a best-of-five
divisional playoff, with
the final three games in
New York.
Both National League
races got tighter Wednesday night.
In the East, the Montreal Expos moved back
into first place by a
half-game over the
St.Louis Cardinals with a
3-2 victory over
Pittsburgh. The Cardinals (26-22) lost an 8-5
decision, to the

Philadelphia Phillies, the tying or winning the East
title, but will be ousted if
first-half winners.
they lose one of their remaining four games or if
Montreal wins one.
The San Francisco
Giants face the same
grim facts in the NL
West, which is coming
down to a duel between
the Cincinnati Reds and
Houston Astros to determine the Los Angeles
Both the Expos (27-22) Dodgers' opponent in the
and Cardinals have four divisional playoffs.
road games left, but none Cincinnati (30-18)
against each other. The reduced the Houston lead
Expos meet Pittsburgh in the West to a half-game
again tonight and Wednesday, downing the
conclude the season with
three games in New York
against the Mets. The
Cards play the Phillies
again tonight and close
out the season with three
games against the
Pirates.
The Mets (22-26) and
Philliea (23-25) both have
mathematical chances at

Astros 5-2. Both teams
have four games left, including today's game in
Cincinnati.
A victory by the Astros
(31-18), who will play one
more game than
Cincinnati in the second
half, would eliminate San
Francisco and reduce the
magic number for clinching the title to any combination of two Houston
victories or Cincinnati
losses.
The Giants also have
four games left, but the
best they could hope for
now is to tie the Reds for
thikrest

Green Dispels Doubts I Ain't No Pressure On 'Unknown'Thais
tql:ryOul
About Phillies' Effort

than roping a 2,000-pound
steer."
a rLER goingsVcon
BySIVSCIl
"I'm a fightin'
my
down
looked
I
When
APsports Writer
said the 24cowboy,"
gone.'
was
suitcase
a
stole base, doubled
PHILADELPHIA (AP) first place with a 3-2 vic- and
ROSEM?NT,. M.(AP)
home Larry Bowe with
a lot of things year-old native of Tulsa,
said
"I
— "So much for the in- tory over the Pittsburgh
down there,"
of, Okla., who fought his way.
the lead run. The Phillies
tegrity of the game," said Pirates.
e
t
Tillis
n
u‘Qui
e
.
bel
Ir
Fs
to the WBA's No.2 ranksaWelivniliser,
two more in the
Green made his added
Philadelphia Phillies
heavyweight fighter who, Pomona, Calif., for the ing with a 20-0 record, in.....
eighth.
"integrity" remark
manager Dallas Green.
16 knockouts.
Smith, who hit in his as an Oklahoma cowboy, WA title Saturday night cluding heavyweight
Green was speaking to because he's been
in
""Fastest
payHorizon
1°.r
_
3
7
_
1
stee_
Med,_
e in- 19th consecutive game. Now,
all the doubters who said badgered b
bi-IW-"thrworit? and a fighdn''
will
ft—
Arena.—
-Eas•
-DILY111)
wanm
blow
offace-big
the
r;
rni
ranc .
Chicago area's first cowboy — a black
to the hilt against the St. if the opportunity to help reliever --Bruce Sutter,
Boxing
a
World
At
heavyweight champion- cowboy."
decide. the Phillies' who has 25saves.
Louis Cardinals.
Association meeting in ship bout since Ernie Ter"I'm going to make a
a
placed
opponent
The doubters figured playoff
Philadelphia made it 5- Houston in June,at which rell outpointed Eddie lot of money," said Tills,
the Phillies wanted to "monkey" on his team's 1 in the last of the fourth Mike Weaver was toldio Machen at the Interna- who plans to have the
play the Cardinals back.
op Smith's bases loaded dtfeiid his title against
of two worlds. "I'm
re
"This should convince Single, and a run on a Tiilis or be stripped of the tional Amphitheatthe best buy a ranch."
instead of • Mitres' in
§onna
for
1965,
5,
March
next Week's best-of-five people of what I've said -doubleplay grounder.
heavyweight champion- WBA title. At the time, -- A victory could set up
game playoff between the all all along. We're Green said Smith was ship, Tills was telling the WHA did not the winner for a lot of
first-and second4uilf win- playing to win. We don't so hot he didn't even some reporters about his recognize Muhammad money. It could lead to a
ners of the National care who' we play in the know it was off Sutter arrival in Chicago to seek Al!as champion.
fight for the universal tiLeague East Division playoff.it doesn't enter that the outfielder doubl- fame and fortune as a -1111is is still saying tle against the winner of a
my mind.
title.
fighter.
March fight between
things.Such as:
"Both clubs (St. Louis ed in the go-ahead run:
pui
my
suitcase
"I
Holmes, the World
no
Larry
ain't
—"Their
and Montreal) have Smith smiled' when, in- down and Hooked up at
first half.
I'm
me.
on
presssure
The Phillies beat the pluises and minuses, just formed of the remark.
the Sears • Tower (the
"I knew it was Bruce World's tallest bluNiiig) unknown."
Cardinals Wednesday like we do."
—"Ain't no tougher
The Phillies won the (Sutter). I was just lucky
night 8-5, knocking St.
Louis out of first place. game in the seventh after enough to get the hit,"explained Smith. "It was
The Cards now trail Mon- blowing a 5-1 lead..
Outfielder Lonnie tk bug,' ever got—off
tree] by half a game with
—Mak who had two hits, him. The other two timea
plaY•
Thwairra Games
The Expos took over two RBI, scored a run jgruel(out."
AM/MICAS LEAGUE
1.

II/

;.:11

Boxing Council champion, and unbeaten Gerry
Cooney.
Tillis, who has a listed
amateur record of 92-8,
showed up in Chicago in
1978, got a job as runner
at the Mercantile Exchange and met JaiSes
Kaulentis, who became
his ma/lager.Then the fightercowboy got hooked up'
with trainer Angelo
Dundee, who has trained
a well-known talker —
All.
Till's got Dundee in his
corner because Kaulentis
wanted to work at being a
fight manager.
"I wanted the best for
this kid," said ICaulentis,
who sent tapes of Tills'
fights to Dundee and ask-

ed the trainer for advice,
which Dundee
volunteered. The advice
was appreciated, but
Kaulentis wanted more.
He wahteS1Dundee's servicet...and last January
Dundee took over the.,
trainingortisevolisiy
Tillis, a convtd left- - - -—
bander, u Only had one
fight with Dundee, a 10round decision over an
opponent named
Roughouse Fischer, but
Dundee feels the fighter
has shown steady improvement since
January.
"I'm very pleased with
his progress," said
Dundee, who has worked
with several world champions, including All and
Sugar Ray Leonard.

10th 4nniversarr

SCOREBOARD

Prices
Good
Thru
Oct. 7th
Prices Good
While Qveritities
Last

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Camouflage
Suits
2 Piece
100% Cotton
Med. Weight
9
Reg.
$2LL.3.9
U.

888

I

Special

Seat Climber
A seat climber that allows the sports•
person to sit down facing the tree with
their feet in the elastic foot harness of
the climbing tree stand. Then, with an
alternating sitting and standing process,
the tree can be climbed'with virtually
so effort. Can be used with all models
'of Baker Tree Stands. Seat board Is
OA 11L OIVING041.4.1118 in.
ach

11144101 DSC,

'. •

539 95

I Illustrated with Baker Stand,
not furnished)

L. Reg.
$27.49

U.

$2388

SPocial

Buc s Top Scent
Ceder
APPIL Skunk, Doe,

Reg. $3.99

Special$288

No. 999890

Detroit
Milwaukee
Boston
Baltimore
y-Cleveland
y-x-New York
y-Toronto

EAST
W
28
20
27

L
20
71
22

2121

Pet GB
.513
.540
14
.551
in 2%
.510 3%
.500 4
.844 6%

5 24
24 24
20 5
WEST
571
31 2.1
i-Karsas City
1%
.583
5 21
x.Oakland
.441 5
22 15
y-Teus
.480 5%
21 V
y-Minnesota
7
419
21 28
y-Seattle
420 7%
21 29
y-Chicago
388
28
19
y-Caldornia
1-First-half division winner
y-Elirtunated from Second Season playoff cordention
1-C1liached playoff berth
Wedoestlay's Games
Kansas Qty 5, Minnesota
Oakland 3, Toronto()
New Yon at Cleveland, canceled, rain
Baltimore at Detroit, ppd., rain
Milwaukee 10, Boston. 5
Chicago It. California 3
Texas 3, Seattle 1
Thursday's Games
Kansas City fSplittore 4-5 and Gale 6.6)
at Cleveland (Barker 84 and Glynn 041,
2
Baltimore (D.Martinn 1441 at Detroit
(Petty 10-81
Only games scheduled
Fridey's Games
New York at Baltimore (n)
(n1
Cleveland
at
Boston
Detroit at Milwaukee (n)
Minnesota at Chicago In)
Oakland at Kansas City (n)
California at Texas In)
Toronto at Seattle (n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pet GB
W L
561 —
2721
Montreal
2021
.542
St. Lows
%
479 3%
21 5
x-Phdadelplua
469 4
New York
23 26
44
.451
2/ 26
y-Chicago
400
20 30
y-Pittsburgh
WEST
433 —
31 11
Houston
4
30 Me 625
Cincinnati
563 3%
77 21
San Francisco
510 6
5 24
y-x-Liis Angeles
.479 7%
y-Atlanta
13 5
.320 10%
15 35
y-San Diego
winner
x-First-half division
y-Ehmusted tram Second Season playoff
contention
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 1, &loins 5
Montreal 3, Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 9, San Francisco 2
Cincinnati 5, Houston 2
Nsere York 2,(bagel

Ism Dago 2. La Ameba

Sports,
Briefly
ICS
BADEN, utrmany (AP) — The International Olympic Committee awarded the 1988
Summer Olympic Games
capital of
to
South Korea; while
Calgary, Canada, got the.
1988 Winter Games.
Seoul won by 52 votes to
27 over its pole rival, the
Japanese industrial city
of'Nagoya

Hesston (Ryan 10-)) at Cincinnati (Perenyi 941
San Francisco (Alexander 11-7) it Atlanta (P.Niekro 74)(01
StLows ()Cast 4,51 at Philadelphia
(Canton, 13-4) (n)
Montreal (Burris 6-7) at Pittsburgh
(Tiant 2-4) (n)
. Chicago (Bird 44) at New York r Swan
6-2) (n)
San Diego (Koatsalus 64) at Los Angeles (valennela 1341(n)

Frigsy's Games
St.thuis at Pittsburgh (n)
Atlanta at Cincinnati In)
Montreal at New York (n)
Chicago at Philadelphia (n)
Itouston at Ion Angeles (n)
San Diego at San Francisco (n)

Bear Grizzly II
2-Wheeler
Green full working single core Ihinbs4rith
identifying graphus
-AEC,
• Standard equipseari. atelllattt "Glaffellffeeft
— "lightweight magnesium handle
and limb locking keyway, 10 lbs 14.5 kg.)
-sers. limb base pivot
weight stinistmeret e...
assembly,_ridept-t‘et eccentric wheels, single
tapered core Pill working laminated limbs,
Weethereat. Converts accessory Insert and
Universal Temper Strand Bowstring.
50',4 let-off. 47 in long over all.

Right Hand
Draw
Draw
Weight, lbs. length. in.
50/80
30

U. L. Reg.
$159.95

1.eti Hand
311
50 f.0_

Special

$12988

o°

4
/
‘b• 11
ok

Wed, Thurs, Fri & Sun
during Oct & Nov

Barbeque Pork Ribs! >2
4.25

nt
Tie 93casscLante
wed -sun
Aurora, Ky

open at 5pm

•

a

•

utomotive
Sale

Open
24 Hours

Save

tivt
rOunSt

are

A140 SAuf

Divrson of Ashland 0/ Inc

801 Coldwater Rd. at S Pts.

Prestone
Anti
Rust
-11.12 119'
Fix
A
Flat
120z. Reg. $1.19
•

79'

Windshield
Solven

89'
Reg. $1.09

"Do It Yourself
Dozen"

Valvoline

Roberk
Wiper
Blades &
Refills

(-134Ahrig

Scan GRIZZLY II

Introductory "Special!

lhog.
$ 39
IS"-14"-111"

All Climate
10W30 & 10W40

Motor
Oil

Halogen

Head
Lamb
115106

KM I I

Ise. Woe

"
6
$

- Naos OW Through
ites. 18, 1,81

lereetelt.
,-)1I I tilt.,

Valvoline
Oil
Fitter
79
vs'.v"
Reg.

vaivorme
AntiFreeze
99

.

Jr1le

a see...•• •••• .

SUPPORT_ THE [AKERS
attend friday nights game

!ft

411,

sA

Calloway County
Hosts

South Fulton(Tenn.)
7:30 p.m.(Laker Stadium)
7S3-66S6

804 Chester,

Jones Landscaping I,

SPORTING GOODS

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

Avtmones Land:we Stnest

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1725

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Your Michelin - Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Murray, Ky
Ave.
1105 Pogue
753-1489

407 N. 12th St.
Muruy, Ky.

Go Get em Lakers!

cfrit: atti'§

Don't Forget! Mr.
Gattis' Redeems
Spirit Towel
Coupons

•••

Good Luck Ledgers
from

We're With You
All The Way

University
Gulf
Gulf

At Five Points
753-571p
ID.Workman
Owner

Automatic
ea604 %
- k
Champ

SOIITNSIDE
7-10 Moot -Sat
104 Semis,

Morthside
6-10 fillett.-Thers..
6-12 Fri. 6-10 Sot. ciesod sem

Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Sale

lft ;71

11°f

takers!

'
459"

Town & Country
Yamaha
Illwy. 94

Murray,K.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

'"1•411M1e & Farmer_s-life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Terry Bro.
Rey T, Ikpech
310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071

-Phone - (502) 753-4703

Murray
Electric
System
_ .401 Q11;75 5321
"All The Way Lakeis"

Cr

edit

roductIon
ssociation

Were agriculture's

loading,lendihg hcrwl. v4w 1.-*" w""

641 N.

753-5602

• .)

.ay..I.V.IN:EN a'IMES."Ilussruley.11ralers I. Van

r4GE4-11 THE MuuftA

Your Key To Value

Save now with our Lower

Closed on Sundays

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Pine Sol

Lysol Spray

Prestone II

Delta Bathroom Tissue

•

• 6 roll pack

• 12 oz.
• Regular scent

1 gallon

PleStalle
WINTER SUMMER

Rig.

6R US
Country Time Lemonade Mix

Limit 2

Signal
Mouthwash

Aim Toothpaste

Sure and Natural Maxishields

• 10 quart
• Regular
or pink
• 4.6 oz.
• Regular flavor
only
• 30 count
Limit 2

Softsoap

Fluted Coffee Filters

Ken-L Ration Dog Food

XX)
)00 00D
'00D

DOG
FOOD
oto

• MST
,rgr,

• 16.5 oz.
• In decorator
gold, white,
brown, or
blue.

• 100 count
• Fits most popular
coffee makers

• 6-15 oz. cans

O

%Pe SOurte

Limit 1 ea

b.

Reg. .59

Reg. 1.87

• Your choice - 2 pk.
C-cells, 2 pk. Dcells, or 1,9-volt cell.

1111
Limit 6 ea.

Knitting Yarn

4! 50% cotton/50%
polyester
• Sizes: 8-16
regular & slim
sass
Papua

• All colors
• 4 ply 100% virgin acrylic
• 3.5 oz.

• Washable

Sheer to tneWais,

sassassia
.562•1

Feats i•

• Many shades to
choose from
• Not available in all
stores

& Medium t.

3 pk. T-Shirts
Rog. 5.17

SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend friday nights game

Murray High
Travels To

Ballard Memorial

7:30 p.m. Game
Purdom
Motors

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

01
401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

From Mr. Gattiss

Hooting, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

605 Maple Street
Phone 7534424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

SHIELD OF SHELTER
For your
HEALTH .LIFE HOME CAR

Famous lc;•Pit.libecue,
Homemade Pies &
Plate Lunches

Oldsmobile
Pontiac & Cadillac

1..

r
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Brown's Father Concerned
About-Jobs, Not Cuts
PINEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
- Although budgetcutting is a government
passion these days, the
practice isn't a cure-all,
according to the father of
Kentucky's governor.
John Y. Brown Sr. told
a crowd of about 100 that
be is "not completely in
accord with the idea that
you solve everything by
saving money."
In criticizing federal
budget cuts, the elder
Brown said one of the
nation's first priorities
should be creating jobs.
"A human being is part
of the animal kingdom.
He does not starve to
death gracefully," he
said.
"The economic system
should give all parts of
mankind a chance to live
above a level of
subsistence."
The elder Brown's comments came Wednesday
afternogn at the end of
. Y. Brown Jr.'s
• Gov. Job
three-day "Government
to the People" tour

through eastern of a positive attitude as
local officials face- inKentucky.
creased -responsibility as
took
The governor
result of state and
a
that
'Stress
to
pains
great
budget cuts.
federal
his father's references
Brown told a
Earlier,
Old
federal
the
were to
from
officials
of
group
not state budget-cutting
and
e
vill
Pine
process.
Middlesboro that one
On the state level, the reason for his trip was to
governor stressed, as he tell Kentuckians about
has a number of Wiles in the "results" of his
the past, the importance administration.

Unlicensed Operators
May Face Penalties

FRANKFORT - operation could cost
Unlicensed pest control $5,000 and five years in
operators may find lad.
Barkley said the
themselves facing heavy
penalties if they continue_ Agriculture Department
to operate in Kentucky Is making such a strong
according to Agriculture- effort to convict unlicensCommissioner Alben W. ed operators because of
the nature of the job."We
Barkley H.
Violators may be find need to remember that
up to $1,000 and sentenced these operators are papto a year in jail for each plying strong chemicals
day violations are In and around human
documented, Barkley dewellings," Barkley
said. Thus, a week of said. "That is why it is so
important that they have
the necessary knowledge,
competence and experience."
Barkley said that the
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
situation is particularly
bad in Green, Adair,
Taylor and Daviess countreats
. ACROSS
ties, as well as any border
Aftower to Weiewlay's Node
1 Wooden pin 59 Greek letter
counties. Operators try to4 Fiat fish
MO cli E
C Cr10,E
p P.-- R
9 Tennis stroke DOWN
ONUS
1A W I-S
slip into Kentucky, make
1
trArsgio-Saxon
TOPIIIK ,
r ABLE
-4141
a fast buck, and get out
2 Time
money
ON
1111GAM
perldirwithout being caught,
-13 t.ommonLAP
SPAT
AS
. 3 Festive
place
DC
PR
said. He added
WAN
Barkley
1:l'AN
4 Contend
14 Floc*
OR
LADDERS
ER
department inthe
that
5 Sets a
member
SOS
EGO
[TENOR
- establishes
15 Hindu
ate any
investig
to
tends
MOIL
T
ERG
a Ceremony
Cymbals
a
PAWan
ITS
and all reports.
OS
7 Dined
16 Nerve
AISLES,
A
A
A 0
8 Tellurium
network
Barkley urged that peoEL A 1
PE
symbol „
17 Liquid
LAMINA
ask to see pest control
ple
I
T S
A1
T
9 Hawaiian
E
measure
rs' identification
operato
wreath
18 Priest's
10 Possess
vestment
All employees of
cards.
45 Average
11 Wager
28 Sounds a
20 A - mode
es will have
compani
legal
46 Repetition
horn
17 Trousers
21 - a rule
47 Secret agent
19 Pronoun
27 Go in
one, he said.
23 Miss Arden
48 Before
29 Obscures
24 Lawmaking 70 Meadow
If operators do not have
21 Betel palm
31 Rubber tree 49 Negative
body
letter
cards, citizens should
ID
Greek
50
left
the
Storage
To
22
33
28 Free of
52 Damp
37 Oslo coin
structures
30 Practice of
the Agriculture
call
53 Meadow
24 Most meager 38 Names
teaching
ment inspector
Depart
42 Hebrew letter 56 Pt of a meter
32 Lamb's pen 25 Is Ill
nearest them. The followname
34 Guido's high
1 hal"
ing are area inspectors:
4 NMaa
1 J WI
14
note
12R
Charles Anderson, Harla
Narrow
35
opening
rodsburg, Mercer CounNI
iioiluuu
II
36 Ingredient
ty, (606) 734-4876; Roy
39 Sault 6ia
Daily, Newport, CampMarie
iii 11UUNI MUM' tell
40 Classify
County, (606) 26141-Gratuity
611116I til WIIIIIMEINE 4894; John Flint, Paint43 Grad, class
kJ
member
sville, Johnson County,
IM•id Id
44 Scale note
789-3958; V.G.
(606)
fil•
kW
Id
Id
45 Bishop's
Symsonia,
,
Lyles
headdress
47 Dispatched
Leaves county,(b02) 8b150 Fruit skin
Bob Taylor, Mt.
51 Night bird
kil WM WWII 3204;
BMW
Washington, Bullitt Coun54 in favor of
55 Pursue
WU.IIUUUS IA
ty, (502) 538-6159; and
56 Golf mound
WEN
II
Iii
IM
Donald Vinson, Bowling
57•Still
58 Alter-dinner
Green, Warren County,
(502)843-8656.

ua•u
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YOU KNOW WI-lAT
THE'.BALANCE Of
NATURE" 15?

44

im- milli

WHAT KEEPS THE
WORLD 60I/46.. OR
50 THEY SAY..

IT'S

Ffillitt101
1 LEGAL NOTICE

Id HOME FURNISHING5

24 MISCELLANEOUS

Used 16 cu frlgeradaire,
console stereo 436 2743

People powered vehicle.
Excellent condition 753
7370.

1, Joe H. Thorn as of Sept.
30, 1951 will no longer be
responsible for any debts
other than my own. Joe H
Thorn.

White Westinghouse portable dishwasher,
avocado Butcher block
top.1250.00. Large dinette
tabl five chairs $150.00.
Call ,59-4983.

2 NOTICE

WE BUY
G‘id, Silver, Dia•

mond rings, doss
rings,etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shoe

Olympic
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m,
753-71 1 3

115th Anniversary
Wallpaper Sale. Over
3,000 rolls in stock values
to $13.95 single roil Now
4.99 per single roll. Save
SO percent to 64 percent
litr-regular price. Tof
month of September only
pop a baloon and receive
an additional 10.to 50 percent discount on all stock
wallpaper. The Sherwin
William Co.

•

Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
between Jackson & Humboldt, Tenn Housed in old
Fairview School building
82 dealers welcome you
Everybody welcome, discount to dealers Your
first visit will not be your
last! Closed only on Monday.
M&G Complete Glass Co
has added a new line of
work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and window
glass Cut mirrors and
glass-table tops Do picture framing. 751-0180.

PISTOLS
GALORE
7.65 Wolthers; 25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning

Automatic, 45 Col.
limy Colt.
Collectors
weapons, pistols,
rifles & shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Ptaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113
Missing from 12th and
Olive bicycle. Reward offered. Call 753-8530.
Attend the new Youth
Center by 1.1101.03M Aloe
Vera starting each Tues.
and Thurs. evening at 7
p.m. at Gene & Jo's
Flowers through the
month of Oct. Come arid
bring a friend. Free door
prize.

Do your Ch tmas Shopping ear4. Leather
purses, w Ilets, lockets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoo repair. Murray Leathr Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

SO YOU KNOW WHO
6EUEVES-IN THE
BALANCE OF NATURE?

)
0
11

v4f,1-4

Mapla bed frame and
refinished iron bed frame
with tnattress and box
springt. Two upholstered
rockers, baby bed complete. Rust 12 x 18 carpet.
753-5074.
Moving Sale - GE
Refrigerator $150.00. GE
Washer $125.00, both for
$235.00. Very good condition. 436-2136 after 6 p.m.

5, LOST & FOUND
Small red Dachshund
answers to name of
Charlie. Reward offered.
Lost on Ryan Ave. near
campus. 753-7135 after
3:30.

6 HELP WANTED

25.3 Cu. ft. chest freezer.
2 years old, $275.00. Call
1
4/
753-7694 or 753-6107.
Nice dining room table
and four chairs, antique
green 436-2260

,

Day waitress wanted. Experienced only need apply. Apply in person
Bentley Restaurant,
Court Square Murray.
Baby sitter wanted for
two preschool boys 8
a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. in
my home. Must be depen-A
dable and have own
transportation. Call 7539263 2 p.m.-6 p.m. only!

New RCA Select-a-vision
video disc player.
Assume payments. 7672548.
Green floral couch, two
green chairs and a ottoman. Call 753-7947 or
753-8182.
Logipliter like new,three
pf tractor hitch, heavy
&ply 18 x 4 ram for long or
shorr firewood. I-beam
construction with extra
heavy splitting edge. Call
- 753-3113 after 5 p.m.
John Deere wheat drill 16
hole good condition. Call
753-5499 or 753-9610.
20. SPORTS EQUIPMENt
The Pistol People: Invest
in a feeling of security,
larties? varieTy, loweiT
priced, no registration or
red'tap, 1S1 ICentuckr
Country Boy Store, The
Anny Surplus Folks, 9
miles west of
Hopkinsville junction of
Ky. 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday: 124, (502) 88.55914.
Remington model 700-243
gauge. 753-5074.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel, Id Center. 7599633.
Remington model 100
BDL 270 calibur with 3X9X scope. Call anytime
759-4663.

INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration - receive
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook, em -

22. MUSICAL

crosspoint.
Contact Lou Stroder
broidery, counted
stitch and needle

TRY.
BEFORE
YOU
BUY

502- 436 2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!
Attractive position for
man or woman of neat appearance and good
character for pleasant
work, no lay - offs. Earn ing Opportunity $250.00 to
$350.00 to start. Advance
ment good benefits.
Education or experience
not necessary. Call
Paducah 443-6460 between
8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Ask for Mr. Miller.

So

lessons bui
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase
piano

CLAYTONS

perience required. Apply
in person Boone's
Cleaners 605 Main.
Mature lady to live with
retired lady for room and
board. 753-8648.

753-7575
23. EXTERMINATING

9. SITUATION WANTED

MURDER

Will give private music
lessons in woodwind stringS and piano. COV7591443.
Dog Tracking Workshop
Oct 3rd & 4th with or
without a dog Nationally
known training director.
Eight miles south of Murray at Glendhenmere
Kennels 46-2858.
14

mAKE
MR.wONG'S SALOON...1(T/419 TIME WE'LL
(
IT STICK FOR GooP!
susiER THAN EVER.
WE CLOSED THEni
BOTH ONCE, DEVIL.

24

Furnished apartment.
One or two bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
753-6609.

CLAYTONS

Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets!
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m.
TWO bedroom apartment
for rept, range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease

753-7575

ARTICLES FOR SALE
Nikon FM cameta, body

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.

27. MOBILE
tiOMESSA\LES ,
12x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-1987.
10 x 50 mobile home, two
bedrooms. $1500.00 or
best offer. Call 436-2332.
12x65-trailer for sale. 1975
modal, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
2. Fully
1
and bath /
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Cl. 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.

qualify built mobile-bon*
on one acre lot. Two
bedrooms with 14 x 16 added living room, 30.x 30
newly built garage.
Phone 753-4506.
12x60 gas mobile home,
two bedrooms $4000.00
firm 759-4592. Will consider trading for an acre
of land
Three bedrvom double
wide mobile home on permanent foundation.
Located on large shady
lot in Baywood Vista
Subd. near Ky. Lake. The
home has two baths, living room, kitchen, dining
room and central hEat.
Also wood burning stove.
Ample storage space.
Pricejreasonable. Call
central heat & air,
& dryer hook-up.
Excellent condition. Call
492-8120.
2
/
4 three bedroom 11
12x6,
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished $4500.00
Call after S p.m.753-4469.
1

wash

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Trailer for rent. Furnished or unfurnished. Call
753-6200 after 5:00.
Two bedroom trailer.
$135.00 a month, $75.00
deposit. Call 753-2906.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent.
$75.00 security deposit.
$150.00 per month rent.
No Pets! Call 753-4808.
10 x 55 trailer for rent.
436-5489.

'1"

and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753- 2622 or 753-3865.

Furnished one bedroom
apart-me-n--f-downtown Murray. 753-'
4109, 436-284/.
One bedroom furnished
apartment for rent. 121
North next to fairgrounds
753-3139.
Tastefully decorated one
bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Stove,
refrigerator and water
furnished. Low utilities.
753-3949.
Looking for a .nicelfurnished one bedi-bom
apartment with low
utilities? Call 753-3949.
Lakefront apartment for
rent, Pine Bluff Shores.
Box 1040E.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
TwO bedrooms close to
hospital. Deposit required No pets! 751 -7809.
Frartially furnished.
Utilities included. 20
minutes walk from MSU.
Located 406 S. 6th. 7536988.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
House for rent completely
furnished. Three
bedroom house in town to
reliable couple. Available
now! Call 753-7317.
Three bedroom house.
$350.00 and deposit. Call
753-4502.
Four bedroom house near
MSU. Appliances, drapes,
carpeting. $350.00 a
month. Available Nov.
1st. 753-3006.
1 Bedroom furnished
house clean. Near university. Call 753-5310. Part of
utilities furnished.

Food

MISCELLANEOUS

Two horse trailer good
condition $750.00. 160
bales good Timothy hay.
$1.60 a bale. Daytime 753-1671,nights 753-3430.
KERO-SUN heaters:
, Moonlighter, 8154.99;
- Radiant I, $162.99;
Radiant 10, 8209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, 8218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,Tenn.

Old Jukebox• Looking for
real old Wurlitzer
jukebox with model
number under 1200. Call
collect giving model
number and condition 901.
388-7110.

with zoom lens pWs ac
cessories. Call 767-2828.
Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many colors. $3.95 to 14.95. Hoffman's Nursery 94 East.

Atha
illarelosese
Stomp Spate
For Rost
753-47311
32. APTS. FOR RENT

Electric space heaters.
759-4515 after 5 p.m.
Van size ice box and sink,
cabinet $100.00. Men's 26
In. 3-speed bike $30.00.
Two 19 in. black and white
t.v. $40.00 each.
7 ft. pool table $50.00. Call
753-6546 after 4 p.m.

WANT TO 8V

15

BUSINESR4NTAI.i.
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-9914.

emeseiwiA

Handyman will do odd
jobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees. Call for free
estimates before 2:30.
753-548,4.
I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

11 INSTRUCTION

For rent: nice 2 bedroom
_trailer, near Murray. NG
pets! 489 2611.

RADIO

Kelley's Termite
8, Pest Control

Qualified nurses aid will
take care of elderly people during the day. 75912513 or 753-8694.

Roommate wanted for
modern two bedroom
apartment. Approximately $115.00 monthly
Including utilities. Call
753-4923 after 6 p.m. or
weekends.

your child
to take

worsts

Seamstress • good working conditions. Ex-

Extra nice two bedroom
mobile home. Adults.
Small well kept court.
$95.00 monthly. 753-5216
after 5 p.m.

REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

19 FARM EQUIPM-77,1

Dental Assistant full
time. Experience preferred but not necessary,_
SenTiesume to P.O. Box
10408.
Needed-person to do floor
maintenance, six nights
per week. $160.00 per
week plus advancement,
Murray.area. Must have
a good working
knowledge of cleaning
chemicals & floor equipment. Sends resume to
3336 Hickory View Place,
Memphis, Tenn,38115.
Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.

Three bedroom trailer for
rent between Stelia and
Kirksey Hwy. on Hwy.
299. 435-4193 or 489-2539.

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes TraCIIN.
Industrial Rd.
Firewood for sale. Call
436-2744 after 5 p.m.
Raggedy Ann dolls and
stuffed dolls for
Christmas. 75.3-8525. 1618
College Fm. Rd.
Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory cut to order
Bulk rates available. 7537585 or 753- 7300.
26 TV

at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.
Part-time night clerk at
motel. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 0, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

I want to do house cleaning in the afternoon. 7536657.

THE CITY TOOK DOWN
THE PARK SIGNS
SAYING NO BALL GAMES,
NO FISHING,
NO SWIMMING,
AND
NO PICNICS

Shopping working
mothers. D.iycare Satur
days - weekday after•
noons and evenings. Pre
school children toddlers
7534988.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32x 42", $45.99. 36" x
$22.99. INalitn_tiardware,
Paris, Tenn,.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

For the finest dining in the Kentucky Lake area come to the Dinner Bell Thursday, Friday and
Saturday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday
12 Noon-9 p.m.

Budget Hours
Thursday and Friday 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. Sunday 12 Noon to 5 p.m.
Budget Hours means all you con
eat including tea or coffee and tax
for
$500
For reservations or large groups or more
information
Coll 354-6942,

CHIMNEYS, .4LI. fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit,6",$29.99;
8", $42.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Used Alvarez guitar,
Ukelele, boat motor. Call
753-6577 after 5:30 ask for
Rebekah.
Fall minnow headquarters George's Onestop Market. Pottertown
Hwy. near,Wildcat open 6
a.m.
-P.S.
W000-14S-A7-1.
deluxe 'Cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron'
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
Wood burning stove with
2 years
1
fan and jacket. 2/
Old. 345-2135.
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34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Tree bedroom name for
sent at 1704 Calloway
I've Call 75112/15.

41. PUBLIC SALE

41

Flea Market Calvary
Temple parking lot. Two
miles out on 641 South
Oct 3rd, 7-00'?? Spaces
available.

PUBLIC SALE

/3

REAL ESTATE`

Goreille Sale Fri. I. sat
101 N 19th

43 REAL ESTATE
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
— A Secret Service
AP)
(
agent says he isn't surprised that counterfeit
money is turning up in
Lexington.
The city's location and
fringe-area shopping
centers make it an ideal
place to pass a pockethg
of counterfeit bills, said
James Johnson,
agent in charge of the
Secret Service's
Louisville office.

It Can Be Yours With
Hopkinsville Federal's
All Savers Certificate
Beginning Oct. 1, 1981
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Tootsie Roll
Tootsle Roll contribuOet.2and 3in. lucky.
are used as seed
tions
Knights anu their money to start sheltered
out
families will hand
homes, and for vans,
Tootsie Roll candy at buses, workshops, health
banks and shopping areas services and recreational
and accept contributions activities.
which will benefit menHealth officials
tally retarded citizens.
estimate there are 105,000
Tootsie Roll funds, with mentally retarded per—dale and federal
sons in Kentucky, of
-eking grants,--are- bI 95,000 are mildly
distributed through the retarded. These citizens
Knights of Columbus need special training and
Mental Retardation support and assistance.
Foundation of Kentucky,
The Knights of ColumInc.
bus, through the Tootsie
In 1980 the Knights col- Roll Drive and the Mental
lected contributions total- Retardation Foundation,
ing $ 5 0 , 1 4 4 . to provide assistance for
Disbursements through those citizens.

Model LE/LGS780XK
•Custom Dry Control automatically
shuts off dryer when clothes reach
degree of dryness you have
selected
•Special cool-down care to help
Ofeventwrinkles in Permt Press
and Knit fabrics
•4 drying temp settings HIGH
MEDIUM LOW and AIR

and
• washes up to 18 lbs. of heavy denim
twill garments i Whirlpool selected loadl
Filler
Lint
ong
Self-Chan
•MAGIC CLEAN'
Automatically flushes lint particles out Of
your washer
TOR Agitator
•Double-Duty Super StURGILA get even
Makes water work harder to
clean
big loads uniformly
REGULAR
•A Cycle For Every Load
HEAVY PERMANENT PRESS KNITS
GENTLE 8 SOAK
•Fabric Softener Dispense
•Plus Much More'

REGULAR
•A Cycle For Every Load
HEAVY PERMANENT PRESS. KNITS
GENTLE 8 SOAK
Control
•Energy-Saving Water Temp that is hotter
You It never have to use water
than you really need
Gives
•Super SURGILATOR' Agitator
action
thorough but gentle washing
•Family-Size Capacity
•Plus More'

Model LE/LO5II0OXIC
•Custom Dry Control
automatically shuts off dryer
when clothes reach degree of
dryness you have selected
• Special cool-down care to
help prevent wrinkles in
Permt. Press and Knit fabrics
•4 drying temp settings:
HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW and
AIR
•3 drying Cycles: AUTOMATIC REGULAR, AUTOMATIC PERMANENT
TIMED
PRESS,
_

It

43:100
Whirlpool
ICEMAGIC*

t-

vs,. wolf,

AUTOMATIC
ICE MAKER
Regularly $79.9--

Model EHD191AK

Model EHT161AK

Model EHTIBlZK

15.6 cu.ft. Capacity

y
17.7 Cu.ft. CapacitGlass
Tempered
• ActiuSlable
Textured Steel Doors

•Textured Steel Doors•Provtsion
or ICEMAGIC" Automatic Ice
Make,•Porcetatn-on- steel Interior--

Shelves•
•Prowsion tor ICEMAGIC • Auto-

i y
ft.Capacit
cu.m."
19.1 -

•Gold Trim with Black Accents
•Textured Steel DOOM •Prom 'Automatit Ice
,r ICEMAGIC
am'
to
make

matic Ice Maker

The first $2,000.00 of interest you earn annually is.tax-bee($1,000-for individual tax returns)
All savers certificates will be insured by the federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation up to
$100,000.
You won't need a large deposit to take advantage
of the p11 savers certificate.
You will earn a rewarding money market related
yield on your investment.
All' savers certificates mature after one year; but
you start earning tax-free interest the day you buy a
certificate.
Visit or call any convenient Hopkinsvilie Federal-location for more details oh the tax-free all savers
certificate.

With Purchase of Any
Of These Whirlpool Refrigerator

4:111D

•

30 Range
with
Continuous-Cleaning Oven

'Whirlpool

30"Range with
Standard-Cleaning Oven

Here s additional convenience for your
cooking center In addition to the great-lineup of features you II find on the RJE3160
the RJE3360 adds the extra-convenience
of a Continuous-Creaninrifrien:This
special porcelain-enameled interior finish
gradwelly reduces most oven spatters to a
presentably Clean condition during normal
baking or roasting operations

• Th`rie r,one 8"standard
surface units plug in and
out for easy cleaning of
reflector bowls
• SPILLQUARD* cooktop
helps contain spills on
the cooktop where
they're easy tø clean
• Lift-up cooktop provides
easy access for cleaning
under surface units

Mirlpool S
ithning Oven
-Cwiea
ta''ri
Rdaangie
30
Packed with value the PJE3160 features
Lift-up SPILLGUARC porcelain-enameled
cooktop•Automatic MEALTIME R' clock
with Minute-Minder Timer•Two 8 and two
8- high-speed surface units - one offset•
Full-width storage drawer and much much

NOW

West Bend Popcorn Popper ,
- With The Purchase
Of A New Whirlpool
Electric Range

mOre

29.95 Value

